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CASEY RAE-HUNTER*
"ETTER -OUSETRAPS ,ICENSING !CCESS AND
)NNOVATION IN THE .EW -USIC -ARKETPLACE
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Before the turn of the millennium, recorded music was LARGELY SEEN AS A
PHYSICAL GOOD SUBJECT TO THE ECONOMIC LEGAL AND BEHAVIORAL STANDARDS OF A
MARKETPLACE BUILT ON A DISTRIBUTION CHAIN FROM MANUFACTURER TO RETAILER TO
CONSUMER !LL OF THIS CHANGED WITH THE ADVENT OF FILE SHARING PLATFORMS SUCH AS THAT
EXEMPLIFIED BY THE ORIGINAL .APSTER WHICH APPEARED IN  3EEMINGLY OVERNIGHT
THE RECORDED MUSIC INDUSTRY WAS CONFRONTED WITH SEISMIC CHANGE THAT CHALLENGED
LONGHELD OPERATING METHODOLOGIES AND BUSINESS MODELS )N THIS NEW LANDSCAPE FOR
MUSIC TRADITIONAL INDUSTRY GATEKEEPERS WOULD NO LONGER BE THE SOLE ARBITERS OF
WHICH ARTISTS REACHED LISTENERS AND HOW .EW INTERMEDIARIES WOULD EVENTUALLY
ARISE HOWEVER MANY EMERGED FROM THE SAME TECHNOLOGICALLY NETWORKED
ENVIRONMENT THAT CAUSED SUCH UNCERTAINTY AMONG MUSIC INDUSTRY INCUMBENTS
Ú  #ASEY 2AE(UNTER

 #ASEY 2AE(UNTER IS THE $EPUTY $IRECTOR FOR &UTURE OF -USIC #OALITION A NATIONAL NONPROFIT
ORGANIZATION FOR MUSICIANS AND AN ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF MUSIC AND TECHNOLOGY AT 'EORGETOWN 5NIVERSITY
 3EE /LUFUNMILAYO " !REWA 9OU4UBE 5'( AND $IGITAL -USIC #OMPETING "USINESS AND #ULTURAL
-ODELS IN THE )NTERNET !GE  .7 5 , 2%6  n 	 EXPLAINING THAT THE RISE OF DIGITAL MUSIC
CREATED A DIFFERENT CULTURAL LANDSCAPE THAN ITS NONDIGITAL PREDECESSOR	 SEE ALSO 2AYMOND 3HIH 2AY +U 4HE
#REATIVE $ESTRUCTION OF #OPYRIGHT .APSTER AND THE .EW %CONOMICS OF $IGITAL 4ECHNOLOGY  5 #() , 2%6 
 	 h5NLIKE TRADITIONAL ANALOG PRINT OR VIDEO IN WHICH MUSIC WRITINGS AND IMAGES RESPECTIVELY WERE
CAPTURED AND CONVEYED AS PHYSICAL REPRESENTATIONS OF WHAT WAS RECORDED DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY REPRODUCES THOSE
SAME SIGHTS SOUNDS AND WORDS AS NUMBERSv	
 3EE !NNA 7ILDE -ATHEWS -ARTIN 0EERS  .ICK 7INGFIELD /FF+EY 4HE -USIC )NDUSTRY )S &INALLY
/NLINE "UT &EW ,ISTEN 7!,, 34 * -AY   AT ! STATING THAT IN  .APSTER BECAME THE NEW VEHICLE FOR
TRANSFERRING MUSIC ONLINE	
 3EE !REWA SUPRA NOTE  AT  h4HE IMPACT OF THE DIGITAL ERA ON CULTURAL INDUSTRY BUSINESS MODELS IS
GENERALLY RECOGNIZED    %VENTS IN THE DIGITAL ERA HAVE ALSO HIGHLIGHTED THE EXISTENCE OF VARIED CULTURAL MODELS OF
CREATION THAT MAY NOT FALL EASILY WITHIN THE ASSUMPTIONS OF PREDIGITAL ERA CULTURAL INDUSTRY BUSINESSESv	
 $AMIEN +ULASH 4HE .EW 2OCK3TAR 0ARADIGM 7!,, 34 * $EC   AT $
 3EE 4HE $IGITAL -USIC !GGREGATOR ,IST ).$53429 ).3)$%2 -53)# 35--)4 HTTP INDUSTRYINSIDERMUSIC
SUMMITCOMDIGITALMUSICAGGREGATORLISTHTML LAST VISITED 3EPT  	 PROVIDING A
COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF THE ONLINE TOOLS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE TO MUSICIANS AND CONSUMERS	
":II:G-DJH:IG6EH
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4HE DISRUPTIONS HERALDED BY NEW DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES WERE SEEN BY MANY IN THE
MUSIC INDUSTRY AS A THREAT AND RIGHTFULLY SO 4HE LOSS OF CONTROL OF THE DISTRIBUTION
PIPELINE MEANT THAT MAJOR LABELS WOULD FACE TREMENDOUS DIFFICULTY IN MAINTAINING
THEIR DOMINANCE OVER THE RECORDED MUSIC MARKETPLACE /THER INDUSTRY ACTORS SUCH
AS MUSIC PUBLISHERS WERE IN A SOMEWHAT MORE ADVANTAGEOUS POSITION DUE TO THE
UNIQUE CONTOURS OF THEIR BUSINESSES  9ET THEY TOO GRAPPLED WITH THE IMPACT OF
TECHNOLOGYDRIVEN CHANGE
)NNOVATION BECAME THE WATCHWORD OF TODAYS MUSIC BUSINESS AS REVENUE STREAMS
AND MARKETPLACE CONDITIONS FOR ARTISTS AND THE INDUSTRY CONTINUE TO EVOLVE 4HERE
IS LITTLE DOUBT THAT THIS DYNAMIC HAS UPENDED TRADITIONAL BUSINESS MODELS IN THE
MUSIC SECTOR AND BEYOND BUT IT HAS ALSO CREATED THE ABILITY FOR MUSICIANS TO DIRECTLY
ENGAGE WITH FANS WITHOUT HAVING TO NAVIGATE THROUGH A COMPLEX SYSTEM OF
BOTTLENECKS AND GATEKEEPERS ! TRUE DIGITAL UTOPIA BUILT ON ACCESS INNOVATION AND
COMPENSATION HAS YET TO EMERGE HOWEVER 4HIS IS PARTLY DUE TO A PAUCITY OF VISION
ON BEHALF OF SOME INDUSTRY STAKEHOLDERS BUT ALSO A RESULT OF DOMESTIC AND
INTERNATIONAL LAWS INABILITY TO KEEP PACE WITH TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
%STABLISHING A LEGITIMATE DIGITAL MUSIC MARKETPLACE THAT REWARDS CREATORS AND
OTHER RIGHTSHOLDERS WHILE PROVIDING FANS WITH THE LEVEL OF ACCESS AND
INTEROPERABILITY THEY HAVE COME TO EXPECT IS THE KEY CHALLENGE FOR THOSE BUILDING A
SUSTAINABLE TWENTYFIRST CENTURY MUSIC ECOSYSTEM 4ECHNOLOGY WITH ITS PROMISE OF
INSTANT GRATIFICATION AND PERPETUAL CONNECTIVITY IS ENTICING BUT COMPENSATION FOR
 3EE %THAN 3MITH  .ICK 7INGFIELD )N A 4URNABOUT 2ECORD )NDUSTRY 2ELEASES -0S 7!,, 34 * $EC 
 AT " EXPLAINING THAT THE RECORD INDUSTRY WAS WEARY OF DIGITAL MUSIC FORMATS BECAUSE THEY LACK
PROTECTIONS AGAINST ENDLESS ILLEGAL DUPLICATION	 SEE ALSO *OHN 3TOSSEL #AN THE -USIC "IZ !DAPT TO &ILE 3HARING
!"# .%73 -AY   HTTPABCNEWSGOCOM'IVE-E!"REAKSTORYIDPAGE STATING THAT
NEW TECHNOLOGY HAS ROUTINELY BEEN SEEN AS A THREAT TO MAJOR PLAYERS IN ALL MEDIA INDUSTRIES	
 'ARY 'RAHAM "ERNARD "URNES 'ERARD * ,EWIS  *ANET ,ANGER 4HE 4RANSFORMATION OF THE -USIC
)NDUSTRY 3UPPLY #HAIN ! -AJOR ,ABEL 0ERSPECTIVE  ).4, * /0%2!4)/.3  02/$5#4)/. -'-4  
	
 3EE 9INKA !DEGOKE-USIC 0UBLISHINGS 3TEADY #ASH ,URES )NVESTORS 2%54%23 !PR   AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWREUTERSCOMARTICLEUSPUBLISHINGANALYSISID5342%-4+ EXPLAINING
HOW MUSIC PUBLISHERS PROFIT FROM THE RIGHTS TO THEIR SONG CATALOGS	
 3EE $AVID "ERNSTEIN 3ONGWRITERS 3AY 0IRACY %ATS )NTO 4HEIR 0AY .9 4)-%3 *AN   AT #
DISCUSSING THE UNIQUE CHALLENGES FACED BY SONGWRITERS WHOSE INCOMES ARE DIRECTLY TIED TO RECORD SALES	
 3EE +ULASH SUPRA NOTE  DISCUSSING CHANGE IN ARTISTS APPROACH TO EARNING REVENUE THROUGH THEIR
MUSIC	 SEE ALSO !RTIST 2EVENUE 3TREAMS &5452% /& -53)# #/!, 3EPT  	 HTTPFUTUREOFMUSICORG
ARTICLERESEARCHARTISTREVENUESTREAMS DISCUSSING CHANGE IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE AND THE NEED FOR A
COMPREHENSIVE STUDY TO DETERMINE THE PREDOMINANT SOURCES OF ARTISTS INCOME	
 +ULASH SUPRA NOTE  SEE ALSO *ASON &EINBERG 4HE 4IME )S 2IGHT FOR $IRECT4O&AN -ARKETING OF -USIC
0"3 *UNE   HTTPWWWPBSORGMEDIASHIFTTHETIMEISRIGHTFORDIRECTTOFANMARKETINGOF
MUSICHTML EXPLAINING THAT DIRECTTOFAN MARKETING WORKS NOW BECAUSE THE TRADITIONAL DISTRIBUTION MODEL
OF PHYSICAL GOODS HAS BEEN OUTMODED	
 3HIH 2AY +U SUPRA NOTE  AT  QUOTING #/-- /. ).4%,,%#45!, 02/0%249 2)'(43  4(%
%-%2').' ).&/ ).&2!3425#452% .!4, 2%3%!2#( #/5.#), 4(% $)')4!, $),%--! ).4%,,%#45!, 02/0%249
). 4(% ).&/ !'% .ATIONAL !CADEMY 		 SEE ALSO-ILO 9IANNOPOULOS 4HE ,AW -UST ,EARN TO +EEP 5P WITH
4ECHNOLOGY $!),9 4%,%'2!0( .OV  	 HTTPWWWTELEGRAPHCOUKTECHNOLOGYTWITTER4HE
LAWMUSTLEARNTOKEEPUPWITHTECHNOLOGYHTML EXPLAINING THAT OUTDATED LAWS AND TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES IN
THE 5NITED +INGDOM HAVE LED TO ABSURD RESULTS LIKE AN INDIVIDUAL OBTAINING A CRIMINAL RECORD FOR POSTING A
JOKING BOMB THREAT ON 4WITTER	
#6H:N 26:(JCI:G
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CREATORS MUST REMAIN AT THE FOREFRONT OF ANY DISCUSSIONS REGARDING DIGITAL MUSIC
BUSINESS MODELS 3INCE COMPENSATION AND PAYMENT MECHANISMS ARE SUBJECT TO
CONTRACTS MARKET VALUE AND OTHER FACTORS SOME EXPERIMENTAL OR TECHNOLOGICAL IN
NATURE	 FINDING THE APPROPRIATE BALANCE BETWEEN ARTISTS RIGHTS AND INNOVATION IS
NOT AN EASY TASK
4HIS ARTICLE WILL EXAMINE HISTORIC AND CURRENT TENSIONS BETWEEN PROTECTING RIGHTS
HOLDERS AND EXPERIMENTATION IN DIGITAL BUSINESS MODELS
3TILL IT IS A CHALLENGE THAT MUST BE MET ON THE ROAD TO A FUNCTIONAL
MARKETPLACE FOR CREATIVE COMMERCE
 )T WILL ALSO IDENTIFY SOME
OF THE MORE SIGNIFICANT PROPOSALS FOR LEGAL AND POLICY REFORM ALONG WITH ATTEMPTS AT
MARKETORIENTED SOLUTIONS ,ASTLY THIS ARTICLE WILL PINPOINT BROADER TECHNOLOGICAL
AND POLICY ISSUES THAT WILL UNDOUBTEDLY IMPACT THE ENTIRE MUSIC MARKETPLACE AND
SHAPE THE EXTENT TO WHICH ANY NOVEL BUSINESS MODEL WILL SUCCEED
0ART )) WILL RELATE IN GREATER DETAIL AS TO HOW CREATORS AND RIGHTSHOLDERS HAVE
BEEN IMPACTED BY DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES WHILE ILLUSTRATING WHERE NEW OPPORTUNITIES
FOR MUSICIANS AND MUSIC ENTREPRENEURS ARE CIRCUMSCRIBED BY MARKETPLACE AND LEGAL
UNCERTAINTIES
0ART ))) WILL DESCRIBE THE CURRENT LICENSING ENVIRONMENT FOR MUSICS DUAL
COPYRIGHTS IN MODERN MUSIC SERVICES AND OUTLINE THE PROS AND CONS OF POLICY
PRESCRIPTIONS AND MARKET REMEDIES TO ADDRESS INEFFICIENCIES
0ART )6 WILL INDICATE HOW TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
ENFORCEMENT WILL HAVE AN OUTSIZED IMPACT ON THE FORM AND FUNCTION OF TOMORROWS
MUSIC INDUSTRY AND WILL PRESENT THE CORE VALUES NECESSARY FOR AN INCLUSIVE
COMPETITIVE AND VIABLE DIGITAL MUSIC MARKETPLACE
4HE CONCLUSION WILL DEMONSTRATE WHY CREATORS MUST BE INCLUDED IN ANY
DISCUSSIONS ABOUT THE STRUCTURE OF THE NEW MUSIC MARKETPLACE AND HOW MANY OF THE
CONCERNS ABOUT COPYRIGHT AND LICENSING MAY BE BEST RESOLVED BY DIRECT CONSULTATION
WITH PRACTITIONERS
 3EE *ON 0ARELES ! 7ORLD OF -EGABEATS AND -EGABYTES .9 4)-%3 *AN   AT !2 STATING THAT THE
S HAVE ALLOWED FOR AUDIENCES TO BE CONTINUALLY CONNECTED TO UNFATHOMABLE AMOUNTS OF MUSIC WHILE
MUSICIANS NOW HAVE TO WORK HARDER FOR LESS MONEY	
 3EE +RISTIN 4HOMSON  *EAN #OOK !RTIST 2EVENUE 3TREAMS ! -ULTI-ETHOD 2ESEARCH 0ROJECT %XAMINING
#HANGES IN -USICIANS 3OURCES OF )NCOME IN "%2+-!. #%.4%2 &/2 ).4%2.%4  3/#9 2%4().+).' -53)# !
"2)%&).' "//+  n 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPCYBERLAWHARVARDEDUSITESCYBERLAW HARVARDEDUFILES
2ETHINKING?-USIC?!RTIST?2EVENUE?3TREAMSPDF DISCUSSING THE VARIOUS POTENTIAL REVENUE STREAMS FOR MUSIC
ARTISTS	
 3EE INFRA 0ARTS ))n)))
 3EE INFRA 0ART )))"
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6
 3EE INFRA 0ART ))
 3EE INFRA 0ART )))
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6
 3EE INFRA 0ART 6
":II:G-DJH:IG6EH
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II. DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY: HISTORY AND IMPACT 
4HE TRANSITION TO A LARGELY DIGITAL PLATFORM FOR MUSIC HAS NOT BEEN A SMOOTH ONE FOR
SOME STAKEHOLDERS 4HIS INCLUDES MAJOR LABELS WHOSE DEPENDENCE ON TRADITIONAL
BROADCASTING AND BRICKANDMORTAR RETAIL OUTLETS UNDERMINED THEIR ABILITY TO FULLY
COMPREHEND AND RESPOND TO THE SEA CHANGE IN THE CONSUMPTIVE BEHAVIORS OF MUSIC
FANS "EFORE .APSTER REWROTE THE RULES FOR THE ENTIRE INDUSTRY THE MAJOR LABELS AND
PUBLISHERS COULD COUNT ON WIDESPREAD COMMERCIAL RADIO AIRPLAY TO GENERATE STRONG
#$ SALES IN TRADITIONAL RETAIL OUTLETS AND BIG BOX STORES 7HILE THIS ARRANGEMENT
WORKED FOR SOME IT ALSO FORECLOSED MOST MUSICIANS FROM HAVING ANY REAL SHOT AT
REACHING POTENTIAL AUDIENCES )NDEPENDENT AND NICHE MUSICIANS FACED TREMENDOUS
BARRIERS TO ENTRY TO THE MARKETPLACE PARTICULARLY FOLLOWING THE WIDESPREAD
CONSOLIDATION IN RADIO STATION OWNERSHIP FACILITATED BY THE 
4ELECOMMUNICATIONS !CT
&OR MORE THAN A DECADE RIGHTSHOLDERS HAVE BEEN COPING WITH THIS SHIFT IN A
VARIETY OF WAYS /N ONE FRONT THEY HAVE UTILIZED !MERICAN COPYRIGHT LAW TO BATTLE
UNAUTHORIZED FILE SHARING SHUTTING DOWN INFRINGING PEERTOPEER NETWORKS AND
SUING INDIVIDUALS FOR UPLOADING -EANWHILE EMERGING TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES HAVE
ESTABLISHED A VARIETY OF SERVICES FOR THE LAWFUL DISTRIBUTION AND DISCOVERY OF MUSIC
4HESE NEW DIGITAL BUSINESS MODELS ARE A PRODUCT OF OPEN )NTERNET STRUCTURES
 3EE !REWA SUPRA NOTE  AT n DISCUSSING DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED BY MUSIC INDUSTRY PLAYERS IN
THE FACE OF DIGITAL MUSIC	
WHICH ALLOW UNPRECEDENTED INNOVATION IN THE PROMOTION DISTRIBUTION AND ACCESS
 2OBERT ,A2OSE ET AL 3HARING OR 0IRACY !N %XPLORATION OF $OWNLOADING "EHAVIOR * #/-054%2
-%$)!4%$ #/-- 	 HTTPJCMCINDIANAEDUVOLISSUELAROSEHTML ILLUSTRATING THE SEA CHANGE BY
SHOWING THAT IN  THIRTYFIVE MILLION ADULTS USED THE )NTERNET TO DOWNLOAD MUSIC AND FIFTYTWO PERCENT OF
THOSE AGED n DOWNLOADED MUSIC	 -AJOR LABELS RESPONDED TO THE BEHAVIOR SHIFT TOWARD ONLINE MUSIC
CONSUMPTION WITH LITIGATION AGAINST CUSTOMERS AND ANTIDOWNLOADING MARKETING CAMPAIGNS )D
 3EE *!-%3 . $%24/5:/3 2!$)/ !)20,!9 !.$ 4(% 2%#/2$ ).$53429 !. %#/./-)# !.!,93)3 n
	 AVAILABLE AT WWWNABORGDOCUMENTSRESOURCES ?$ERTOUZOS?0TAXPDF DISCUSSING THE MUSIC
INDUSTRYS APPROACH TO RADIO AIRPLAY AND MUSIC SALES AND THE EFFECT OF .APSTER	
 3EE !LEX "ERENSON  -ATT 2ICHTEL (EART "REAKERS $REAM -AKERS $ESPITE $IGITAL 5PSTARTS "IG ,ABELS
3TILL 2ULE THE -USIC )NDUSTRY .9 4)-%3 *UNE   HTTPWWWNYTIMESCOMBUSINESS
HEARTBREAKERSDREAMMAKERSDESPITEDIGITALUPSTARTSBIGLABELSSTILLRULEMUSICHTMLSCPSQHEARTBREAKERS
DREAMMAKERSSTCSEPAGEWANTEDALL DISCUSSING THE DOMINANCE OF RECORD COMPANIES ON ARTIST ACCESS TO FANS
PRIOR TO -0 FILE SHARING	
 #HRISTOPHER ( 3TERLING 4RANSFORMATION 4HE  !CT 2ESHAPES 2ADIO  &%$ #/-- ,*  
	 SEE ALSO 4%,%#/--5.)#!4)/.3 !#4 3 TH #ONG 	 ENACTED TO PROMOTE COMPETITION AND
ALLOW ANYONE TO ENTER ANY COMMUNICATIONS BUSINESS	
 3EE INFRA NOTES n
 3EE -'- 3TUDIOS )NC V 'ROKSTER ,TD  53  	 HOLDING THAT ONE WHO DISTRIBUTES
DEVICES PROMOTING ITS USE TO INFRINGE COPYRIGHT IS LIABLE FOR SUBSEQUENT INFRINGEMENTS BY THIRD PARTIES	 !-
2ECORDS )NC V .APSTER )NC  &D  TH #IR 	 HOLDING THAT .APSTER COULD BE HELD LIABLE FOR
CONTRIBUTORY INFRINGEMENT AND VICARIOUS INFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT	 3ONY "-' -USIC %NTMgT V 4ENENBAUM
 & 3UPP D  $ -ASS 	 FINDING THE DEFENDANT LIABLE FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT FOR DOWNLOADING
AND DISTRIBUTING  SONGS	
 3EE $AVID 0OGUE /NLINE -USIC 5NSHACKLED .9 4)-%3 *ULY   AT " NOTING OF )NTERNET MUSIC
SERVICE 3POTIFYS EMERGENCE IN THE 53	
 'ET )NFORMED !BOUT THE /PEN )NTERNET &%$ #/--#.3 #/--. HTTPWWWOPEN)NTERNETGOVGET
INFORMEDHTML LAST VISITED 3EPT  	
#6H:N 26:(JCI:G
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OF MUSIC AND OTHER MEDIA #URRENTLY THERE ARE A PLETHORA OF PLATFORMS FOR LAWFUL
MUSIC DISCOVERY INCLUDING WEBCASTERS SUCH AS 0ANDORA ONLINE VENDORS SUCH AS
I4UNES AND E-USIC AND ONDEMAND STREAMING SERVICES SUCH AS 2HAPSODY 3POTIFY
AND -/' ALL OF WHICH COMPENSATE RIGHTSHOLDERS )T IS STILL IN THE EARLY DAYS FOR
THESE NEW BUSINESS MODELS AND THEIR VIABILITY WILL DEPEND ON CONSUMER ADOPTION
AND WHETHER OPERATIONAL AND LICENSING COSTS CAN BE BALANCED AGAINST REVENUE
GENERATION 3TILL THE FACT THAT THESE SERVICES HAVE EMERGED OVER THE LAST TEN YEARS
HAS BEEN A PROMISING DEVELOPMENT FOR CREATORS NOT TO MENTION AN INDICATION OF THE
VALUE OF THE OPEN )NTERNET AND THE BUSINESS POTENTIAL FACILITATED BY WIDESPREAD
BROADBAND ADOPTION
!S THESE NEW DIGITAL SERVICES TAKE SHAPE MANY MUSICIANS ARE EMBRACING BUSINESS
MODELS THAT ALLOW GREATER INDEPENDENCE AND FACILITATE DIRECT CONTACT WITH THEIR
FANS )NDEPENDENT LABELS AND ARTISTS CAN NOW TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE VAST REACH OF
THE WEB AND MANY ARE SUCCESSFULLY USING BLOGS 9OU4UBE &ACEBOOK 4WITTER AND
OTHER FAN DEVELOPMENT TOOLS TO ROUTE AROUND TRADITIONAL MARKETING PUBLIC
RELATIONS AND SALES MECHANISMS  4HE TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS OVER THE PAST TEN
YEARS HAVE MADE IT POSSIBLE FOR AN INCREASING NUMBER OF SAVVY AND TALENTED
MUSICIANS TO FLOURISH OUTSIDE OF THE MAJOR LABEL SYSTEM 4HERE IS OF COURSE
UNDERSTANDABLE SKEPTICISM THAT LEGITIMATE DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION STRUCTURES CAN BE
MONETIZED AT A LEVEL THAT WOULD REPLICATE REVENUE STREAMS GENERATED BY PHYSICAL
MEDIA !LTHOUGH MONETIZATION SCHEMES FOR TRADITIONAL INDUSTRY STAKEHOLDERS ARE
CERTAINLY WORTHY OF DISCUSSION IT IS EQUALLY IMPORTANT TO CONSIDER THE INDEPENDENT
AND NICHE MUSIC ARTISTS FOR WHOM ACCESS TO THE MARKETPLACE HAS HISTORICALLY BEEN
RESTRICTED &OR THESE MUSICIANS COMPOSERS AND SONGWRITERS THE )NTERNET AND
RELATED TECHNOLOGIES HAVE BEEN ENORMOUSLY BENEFICIAL IN TERMS OF EXPOSURE AND THE
ABILITY TO SELL A RANGE OF GOODS  INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO MUSIC  DIRECTLY TO
FANS
 3EE ID DISCUSSING HOW PUBLIC AND OPEN )NTERNET ACCESS HAS ENABLED ANYONE TO COMMUNICATE AND
INNOVATE WORLDWIDE ONLINE	
 3EE EG 0OGUE SUPRA NOTE 
 "EN 3ISARIO )NVESTORS !RE $RAWN !NEW TO $IGITAL -USIC .9 4)-%3 -AR   AT "
 3EE ,ETTER FROM &UTURE OF -USIC #OALITION TO 53 (OUSE OF 2EPRESENTATIVES #OMMITTEE ON %NERGY AND
#OMMERCE &EB  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPDEMOCRATSENERGYCOMMERCEHOUSEGOVSITESDEFAULTFILES
DOCUMENTS&UTUREOF-USIC,ETTERPDF
 3EE +ULASH SUPRA NOTE  DETAILING HOW MUSICIANS HAVE USED VARIOUS BUSINESS MODELS TO GENERATE
REVENUE RAISING MONEY DIRECTLY FROM FANS LICENSING AND SPONSORSHIP DEALS	
 3EE ID REPORTING THAT MUSIC VIDEOS BY /+ 'O HAVE BEEN VIEWED OVER  MILLION TIMES ON 9OU4UBE AS
OF $ECEMBER 	
 3EE *EFF ,EEDS .INE )NCH .AILS &ASHIONS )NNOVATIVE 7EB 0RICING 0LAN .9 4)-%3 -AR   AT %
ILLUSTRATING THAT BANDS LIKE .INE )NCH .AILS AND 2ADIOHEAD ARE SUCCEEDING AFTER HAVING CUT TIES WITH THEIR
RESPECTIVE MAJOR RECORD LABELS	
 -ICHELLE #ASTILLO *UST /NE -ORE 9EAR 5NTIL $IGITAL -USIC "EATS 0HYSICAL #$ 3ALES 4%#(,!.$ -AR 
	 HTTPTECHLANDTIMECOMJUSTONEMOREYEARUNTILDIGITALMUSICBEATSPHYSICALCDSALES
EXPLAINING THAT SOME ANALYSTS POSTULATE THAT DIGITAL MUSIC WILL NEVER OUTPACE THE REVENUE GENERATED BY #$S	
 3EE &EINBERG SUPRA NOTE  SHOWING AN EXAMPLE OF HOW AN UNKNOWN BAND AND STUDIO DRUMMER USED
DIRECTTOFAN ONLINE MARKETING TECHNIQUES TO LAUNCH AN ALBUM AND SELL MUSIC DOWNLOADS AND SERVICES
RESPECTIVELY	
":II:G-DJH:IG6EH
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4HE MAINSTREAM RECORDED MUSIC INDUSTRY WAS SLOW TO UNDERSTAND AND EXPLOIT
THE DYNAMICS OF THE EMERGING DIGITAL MUSIC MARKETPLACE &ROM EARLY EFFORTS TO DE
LEGITIMIZE POPULAR FILE FORMATS SUCH AS THE -0 TO PURSUING TECHNOLOGICAL
RESTRICTIONS AND LEGAL REMEDIES THE MAJOR RECORD LABELS UNDERTOOK BROAD EFFORTS TO
GAIN CONTROL OF AN UNFORESEEN AND UNPREDICTABLE DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT 7HEN IT
BECAME CLEAR THAT THE ADVENT OF NETWORK TECHNOLOGY MADE IT PRACTICALLY IMPOSSIBLE
TO RETURN TO THE OLD SYSTEM OF SCARCITY AND NEAREXCLUSIVE CONTROL OF DISTRIBUTION
THE MUSIC INDUSTRY SOUGHT TO CLARIFY OR EXPAND ITS RIGHTS WITHIN THE EMERGING
FRAMEWORK 4HIS AT LEAST HAD PERIPHERAL BENEFITS FOR CREATORS IN THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF AT LEAST ONE NEW RIGHT AND ITS ATTENDANT REVENUE STREAM
4HE $IGITAL 0ERFORMANCE 2IGHT IN 3OUND 2ECORDINGS !CT OF  $0232!	
AMENDED THE #OPYRIGHT !CT TO CREATE A SIXTH EXCLUSIVE RIGHT  THE PUBLIC
PERFORMANCE RIGHT FOR hDIGITAL AUDIO TRANSMISSIONSv OF SOUND RECORDINGS
0REVIOUSLY SOUND RECORDING COPYRIGHT OWNERS AND PERFORMERS DID NOT HAVE THE
RIGHT TO RECEIVE PUBLIC PERFORMANCE ROYALTIES FOR BROADCASTS OF THEIR WORK 4HE
$0232! GAVE THEM THIS RIGHT ALBEIT RESTRICTING IT TO DIGITAL BROADCASTS 3TILL AS
EVIDENCED BY THE POPULARITY OF SUCH DIGITAL BROADCASTING SERVICES AS 0ANDORA AND THE
GROWTH OF SATELLITE RADIO THE DIGITAL PUBLIC PERFORMANCE RIGHT HAS BECOME AN
INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT SOURCE OF REVENUE FOR SOUND COPYRIGHT OWNERS AND
PERFORMERS
 3EE *ULIE , 2OSS ! 'ENERATION OF 2ACKETEERS %LIMINATING #IVIL 2)#/ ,IABILITY FOR #OPYRIGHT
)NFRINGEMENT  6!.$ * %.4  4%#( ,  n 	 NOTING THAT THE MUSIC INDUSTRY WAS SLOW TO DEVELOP
BUSINESS MODELS THAT PROVIDED CONSUMERS WITH EASY ACCESS TO DIGITAL MUSIC	
 3EE 3TACEY - ,ANTAGNE 4HE -ORALITY OF -0S 4HE &AILURE OF THE 2ECORDING )NDUSTRYgS 0LAN OF !TTACK 
(!26 *,  4%#(   	 EXPLORING THE MUSIC INDUSTRYS TWOPRONGED ATTACK AGAINST MUSIC
DOWNLOADING USING THE COURTS TO SHUT DOWN PEERTOPEER NETWORKS AND USING MORAL ARGUMENTS TO ENCOURAGE
THE CONTINUED PURCHASE OF RECORDS	
 3EE 0ETER 3 -ENELL  $AVID .IMMER ,EGAL 2EALISM IN !CTION )NDIRECT #OPYRIGHT ,IABILITYgS #ONTINUING
4ORT &RAMEWORK AND 3ONYgS $E &ACTO $EMISE  5#,! , 2EV   	 NOTING THE IMPACT OF .APSTER ON
THE INCREASED AVAILABILITY OF MUSIC ON THE )NTERNET	
 3EE EG (2  TH #ONG 	 ENACTED	 4HE $IGITAL 0ERFORMANCE 2IGHT IN 3OUND
2ECORDINGS !CT OF  $0232!	 AMENDED THE #OPYRIGHT !CT TO CREATE A PUBLIC PERFORMANCE RIGHT FOR hDIGITAL
AUDIO TRANSMISSIONSv OF SOUND RECORDINGS	
 3EE 4ODD % 3AUCEDO 4HE 1UANDARY OF "EING )NTERACTIVE 4HE )MPACT OF !RISTA 2ECORDS V ,AUNCH -EDIA
ON THE 6IABILITY OF 7EBCASTING 3ERVICES  /+,! *,  4%#(   	 RECOGNIZING HOW $0232! EXTENDED A
LIMITED PUBLIC PERFORMANCE RIGHT TO SOUND RECORDINGS h@ALLOWING THE OWNER OF A COPYRIGHT IN A SOUND RECORDING
TO RECEIVE ROYALTY PAYMENTS FOR THE FIRST TIMEv QUOTING !LLISON +IDD -ENDING THE 4EAR IN THE )NTERNET 2ADIO
#OMMUNITY ! #ALL FOR A ,EGISLATIVE "AND!ID  .# *,  4%#(   			
 (2  TH #ONG 	 ENACTED	
 (ENRY ( 0ERRITT *R .EW !RCHITECTURES FOR -USIC ,AW 3HOULD 'ET /UT OF THE 7AY  (!34).'3 #/--
 %.4 ,*   	
 -ATTHEW * !STLE7ILL #ONGRESS +ILL THE 0ODCASTING 3TAR  (!26 *,  4%#(   	
 #AMALLA +IMBROUGH ,AUNCH !WAY 3ECOND #IRCUIT 2ULES 4HAT $EGREE OF 5SER )NFLUENCE $ETERMINES
7HETHER ! 7EBCASTING 3ERVICE -UST /BTAIN )NDIVIDUAL ,ICENSES FOR 0ERFORMING 3OUND 2ECORDINGS  45, * 4%#(
 ).4%,, 02/0   	
 3EE 2%#/2$).' ).$53 !33. /& !-  9%!2%.$ 3()0-%.4 34!4)34)#3 	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWRIAACOMKEYSTATISTICSPHPCONTENT?SELECTOR533HIPMENT.UMBERS INDICATING A THREE
PERCENT GROWTH OF TOTAL 53 DIGITAL MUSIC FROM  TO 	
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)N  #ONGRESS MADE A CONTROVERSIAL CHANGE TO THE #OPYRIGHT !CT THAT SOUGHT
TO STRIKE A BALANCE BETWEEN PROTECTION FOR RIGHTSHOLDERS FREE SPEECH AND
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION !MONG OTHER THINGS THE $IGITAL -ILLENNIUM #OPYRIGHT
!CT $-#!	 ESTABLISHED CONTENT RESTRICTIONS BY CRIMINALIZING THE ACT OF
CIRCUMVENTING $IGITAL 2IGHTS -ANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY $2-	  A BROADLYDEFINED
TERM FOR THE TECHNOLOGICAL hLOCKSv THROUGH WHICH RIGHTSHOLDERS AIMED TO CONTROL
THE EXTENT TO WHICH THEIR WORKS COULD BE DUPLICATED AND DISTRIBUTED )N ADDITION TO
THESE PRORIGHTSHOLDER PROVISIONS THE $-#! ALSO PROVIDED A SAFE HARBOR FOR
)NTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS WHO TAKE STEPS TO BLOCK ACCESS TO OR REMOVE INFRINGING
MATERIAL ON THEIR SITES WHEN NOTIFIED %XACTLY WHICH SITES AND SERVICES QUALIFY FOR
SAFE HARBOR PROTECTIONS UNDER THE $-#! AND UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS	 HAS BEEN A
MATTER OF COURT SCRUTINY
2EGARDLESS OF WHETHER THE $-#! HAS HAD ITS INTENDED EFFECT ON THE ENVIRONMENT
FOR RIGHTSHOLDERS AND INNOVATORS IT IS CLEAR THAT PEERTOPEER 00	 NETWORKS AND
OTHER FILE SHARING TECHNOLOGIES HAVE HAD AN IMPACT ON TRADITIONAL MUSIC BUSINESS
MODELS 2ECORD LABELS AND ARTISTS ARE NOW FORCED TO hCOMPETE WITH FREEv AS 00
NETWORKS ACROSS THE GLOBE CONTINUE TO FACILITATE THE UNAUTHORIZED EXCHANGE OF FILES
4HE INITIAL INDUSTRY RESPONSE TO THE RAPID GROWTH OF DIGITAL NETWORKS AND 00 FILE
SHARING WAS TO TRY TO SHUT THEM DOWN VIA COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT LAWSUITS )N A
NUMBER OF CASES THE LABELS AND MOVIE STUDIOS WERE SUCCESSFUL IN DOING SO YET EACH
SHUTTERED NETWORK WAS QUICKLY REPLACED OFTENTIMES WITH SERVERS HOSTED IN OTHER
COUNTRIES WITH MARGINAL INTEREST IN ENFORCING 53 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS
 3EE !STLE SUPRA NOTE  AT  DISCUSSING THE INCREASED OPERATING DIFFICULTIES FOR WEBCASTERS SINCE THE
ENACTMENT OF THE $IGITAL -ILLENNIUM #OPYRIGHT !CT	
 0UB , .O   3TAT  /CT  	 SEE ALSO  53# e  	
 #HRISTOPHER $ +RUGER 0ASSING THE 'LOBAL 4EST $-#! e AS AN )NTERNATIONAL -ODEL FOR
4RANSITIONING #OPYRIGHT ,AW INTO THE $IGITAL !GE  (/53 * ).4g, ,   	
 3EE %DWARD ,EE $ECODING THE $-#! 3AFE (ARBORS  #/,5- *,  !243   	 EXPLAINING
$-#!S SAFE HARBORS	
 3EE +URUVILLA * /LASA .OTE 4WO #ONFLICTING !PPROACHES TO e C	 )O V 6EOH AND 5-' V 6EOH 
"%2+%,%9 4%#( ,*    	 DISCUSSING HOW DIFFERENT COURTS HAVE INTERPRETED THE QUESTION OF
WHETHER )NTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS QUALIFY FOR A SAFE HARBOR	
 3EE !REWA SUPRA NOTE  AT n 	 RECOGNIZING THAT h;T=HE RISE OF 7EB     POSES SIGNIFICANT
CHALLENGES TO PREDIGITAL ERA CULTURAL INDUSTRY BUSINESS MODELSv AND THAT h;P=EERTOPEER 00	 FILE SHARING HAS
NEGATIVELY AFFECTED CULTURAL INDUSTRY BUSINESS MODELSv	
 3EE ,AWRENCE " 3OLUM 4HE &UTURE OF #OPYRIGHT  4%8 , 2%6  n 	 REVIEWING
,!72%.#% ,%33)' &2%% #5,452% (/7 ")' -%$)! 53%3 4%#(./,/'9 !.$ 4(% ,!7 4/ ,/#+ $/7. #5,452%
!.$ #/.42/, #2%!4)6)49 		 DISCUSSING THE EASE OF ACCESS TO 00 FILE SHARING	
 3EE *OHN ! &EDOCK #OMMENT 4HE 2)!! V 4HE 0EOPLE 4HE 2ECORDING )NDUSTRYgS -ISGUIDED !TTEMPT
TO 5SE THE ,EGAL 3YSTEM TO 3AVE 4HEIR "USINESS -ODEL  0%00 , 2%6  n 	 DISCUSSING THE
PREVALENCE OF LEGAL ACTION BY THE MUSIC INDUSTRY AGAINST ALLEGED SONGSWAPPERS	
 3EE #HRISTIAN % -AMMEN &ILE 3HARING )S $EAD ,ONG ,IVE &ILE 3HARING 2ECENT $EVELOPMENTS IN THE ,AW
OF 3ECONDARY ,IABILITY FOR #OPYRIGHT )NFRINGEMENT  (!34).'3 #/--  %.4 ,*  n 	 NOTING
THAT THE COURT FOUND THAT THE hMERE CREATION OF ,IME7IRE WAS EVIDENCE OF PURPOSEFUL CONDUCT TO ENCOURAGE
INFRINGEMENTv	
 ,ITAL (ELMAN 0ULL 4OO (ARD AND THE 2OPE -AY "REAK /N THE 3ECONDARY ,IABILITY OF 4ECHNOLOGY
0ROVIDERS FOR #OPYRIGHT )NFRINGEMENT  4%8 ).4%,, 02/0 ,*   	 SEE ALSO 4ARA 4OULOUMIS
#OMMENT "UCCANEERS AND "UCKS FROM THE )NTERNET 0IRATE "AY AND THE %NTERTAINMENT )NDUSTRY  3%4/. (!,, *
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!DDITIONALLY RECORD LABELS ATTEMPTED TO PREVENT CONSUMERS FROM UPLOADING OR
SHARING MUSICAL CONTENT BY PLACING hLOCKSv ON MUSIC TRACKS THROUGH $IGITAL 2IGHTS
-ANAGEMENT $2-	 TECHNOLOGIES (OWEVER MOST OF THESE ATTEMPTS WERE SOUNDLY
REJECTED IN THE MARKETPLACE 3ONYS $2- ON #$S WAS A HIGHPROFILE FIASCO AND
EVEN !PPLE  WHICH INITIALLY BENEFITED FROM INDUSTRYIMPOSED PROPRIETARY $2-
ON ITS I4UNES OFFERINGS  HAS SINCE DONE AWAY WITH DIGITAL LOCKS
2IGHTSHOLDERS HAVE EMPLOYED OTHER TACTICS AS WELL SUING ALLEGED INDIVIDUAL
INFRINGERS WHICH HAS RESULTED IN A NUMBER OF OUTOFCOURT SETTLEMENTS AND SOME
HIGH PROFILE VICTORIES BUT ALSO RESULTED IN MOUNTING LEGAL COSTS AND A NEGATIVE
REACTION AMONG CONSUMERS CREATING GEOGRAPHIC RESTRICTIONS FOR STREAMING
MEDIA PLACING PRESSURE ON COLLEGE CAMPUS )4 ADMINISTRATORS TO DETER
INFRINGEMENT VIA THE (IGHER %DUCATION /PPORTUNITY !CT AND PROTESTING THE
DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGIES THAT WOULD ENABLE FORMAT OR PLACESHIFTING OF MUSIC
CONTENT
30/243  %.4 ,   	 RECOGNIZING THAT THE 0IRATE "AY CASE INVOLVED AN INTERNATIONAL CONTENDER AND
THAT hMORE THAN JUST A 5NITED 3TATES JUDGMENT IS NEEDED TO STOPv MUSIC PIRACY	
-OST RECENTLY RIGHTSHOLDERS  INCLUDING MAJOR AND INDEPENDENT LABELS
AS WELL AS FILM AND 46 STUDIOS  HAVE ENTERED INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH !MERICAS
 2EBECCA 4USHNET -Y ,IBRARY #OPYRIGHT AND THE 2OLE OF )NSTITUTIONS IN A 0EERTO0EER 7ORLD  5#,!
, 2EV   	 SEE ALSO +RUGER SUPRA NOTE  AT  EXPLAINING THE BARRIERS TO COPYING OR SHARING
DIGITAL MUSIC IMPOSED BY $2-	
 !REWA SUPRA NOTE  AT n 4HE RECORDING INDUSTRY EVENTUALLY DROPPED $2- REFLECTING ON hAN
IMPORTANT STEP IN RECORDING INDUSTRY ACCOMMODATION OF CUSTOMER DEMAND CUSTOMERS DID NOT LIKE $2- WHICH
WAS IN ANY CASE FAIRLY EASY TO CIRCUMVENTv )D
 *EREMY 3TANLEY !RTICLE-ANAGING $IGITAL 2IGHTS -ANAGEMENT %FFECTIVELY 0ROTECTING )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY
AND #ONSUMER 2IGHTS IN THE 7AKE OF THE 3ONY #$ #OPY 0ROTECTION 3CANDAL  )3 *,  0/,g9 &/2 ).&/ 3/#g9
  	
 3EE .ICOLA & 3HARPE  /LUFUNMILAYO " !REWA )S !PPLE 0LAYING &AIR .AVIGATING THE I0OD &AIRPLAY
$2- #ONTROVERSY  .7 * 4%#(  ).4%,, 02/0   	 DESCRIBING !PPLES EARLY DOMINANCE IN THE
DIGITAL MUSIC MARKETPLACE AND NOTING THAT WHEN !PPLE WAS SUED FOR ANTITRUST VIOLATIONS hTHIS TYPE OF LEGAL
PRESSURE ;= LIKELY PLAYED A ROLE IN !PPLEgS DECISION TO SELL DIGITAL MUSIC WITHOUT $2-v	
 3EE 0ETER + 9U 00 AND THE &UTURE OF 0RIVATE #OPYING  5 #/,/ , 2%6   	 NOTING
THAT h2)!! HAD FILED THREE ROUNDS OF LAWSUITS TARGETING  INDIVIDUALS IN v MANY OF WHOM hHAD
APPROACHED INDUSTRY LAWYERS FOR SETTLEMENTSv	 SEE ALSO *ONATHON 3ALZMAN 3TUDENT !PPEALS !WARD OF 
"/34/.',/"% !UG   AT 
 3EE &EDOCK SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING INDIVIDUAL 2)!! LAWSUITS AGAINST A TWELVEYEAROLD HONOR
STUDENT SEVERAL GRANDPARENTS A 9ALE PROFESSOR AND A DECEASED WOMAN WHO THEY CLAIMED WERE SHARING OVER 
SONGS ON THE )NTERNET	
 3EE-ARTIN "RYANT7ILL ,ICENSING )SSUES 3POIL THE /NLINE -EDIA 0ARTY &OREVER 4(% .%84 7%" *ULY 
	 HTTPTHENEXTWEBCOMMEDIAWILLLICENSINGISSUESSPOILTHEONLINEMEDIAPARTYFOREVER
HIGHLIGHTING HOW COUNTRYSPECIFIC LICENSING OBSTRUCTS THE ABILITY OF 3POTIFY 0ANDORA !PPLE46 .ETFLIX AND
!MAZON TO EXPAND STREAMING SERVICES TO NEW COUNTRIES	
 3EE )SAAC 7ILLIAMSON #OMMENT !RRRGH 2OUGH #OPYRIGHT 7ATERS !HEAD 2IGHTS (OLDERSg !TTEMPTS TO
3HIFT THE #OPYRIGHT 0OLICING "URDEN TO 0UBLIC )NSTITUTIONS  )$!(/ , 2%6   	 DISCUSSING THE 
(IGHER %DUCATION /PPORTUNITY !CTS REQUIREMENT OF INSTITUTIONS TO ADDRESS THE UNAUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTION OF
COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL ON CAMPUS NETWORKS	 SEE ALSO 3ONIA + +ATYAL 4HE .EW 3URVEILLANCE  #!3% 7 2%3 ,
2%6   	 DISCUSSING RESPONSES BY SCHOOLS TO THREATS FROM THE RECORDING INDUSTRY	
 3EE 4IFFANY ! 0ARCHER #OMMENT 4HE &ACT AND &ICTION OF 'ROKSTER AND 3ONY 5SING &ACTUAL
#OMPARISONS TO 5NCOVER THE ,EGAL 2ULE  5#,! , 2EV  n 	 EXPLORING THE PROBLEMS PRESENTED
TO COPYRIGHT HOLDERS ESPECIALLY THE .ATIONAL &OOTBALL ,EAGUE BY PLACESHIFTING DEVICES THAT ALLOW USERS TO WATCH
CONTENT DOWNLOADED AT THEIR HOMES OR ON PORTABLE DEVICES AWAY FROM THE HOME	
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LARGEST )NTERNET 3ERVICE 0ROVIDERS )30S	 TO ENACT A #OPYRIGHT !LERT 3YSTEM #!3	
WHICH AIMS TO EDUCATE CUSTOMERS ABOUT INFRINGEMENT THROUGH A SERIES OF hGRADUATED
RESPONSEv MECHANISMS INCLUDING LETTERS SITE REDIRECTS AND EVEN BANDWIDTH
REDUCTIONS !LTHOUGH THIS ACCORD WAS ACHIEVED OUTSIDE OF THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS IT
HAS THE ENDORSEMENT OF HIGHRANKING MEMBERS OF THE /BAMA ADMINISTRATION
7HILE IT IS CLEAR THAT PEERTOPEER TECHNOLOGY AND OTHER MECHANISMS FOR THE
UNAUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTION OF CONTENT HAVE NEGATIVELY IMPACTED INDUSTRY BUSINESS
MODELS IT IS DIFFICULT TO KNOW HOW EFFECTIVE ANY DETERRENT MEASURES HAVE BEEN
&IRST THERE ARE CONCERNS THAT DATA OFTEN PRESENTED BY MAJOR RIGHTSHOLDERS MAY BE
FLAWED )N !PRIL  THE 'OVERNMENT !CCOUNTABILITY /FFICE '!/	 RELEASED ITS
REPORT h)NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY /BSERVATIONS ON %FFORTS TO 1UANTIFY THE %CONOMIC
%FFECTS OF #OUNTERFEIT AND 0IRATED 'OODSv WHICH QUESTIONED THE METRICS AND
METHODOLOGY THE GOVERNMENT COMMONLY USES TO DESCRIBE THE EXTENT OF THE FILE
SHARING PROBLEM 4HE '!/ INVESTIGATION FOUND THAT REPORTED DAMAGES TO THE
!MERICAN ECONOMY hCANNOT BE SUBSTANTIATED OR TRACED BACK TO AN UNDERLYING DATA
SOURCE OR METHODOLOGYv 3ECOND CONSUMERS AND CREATORS ALIKE ARE EMBRACING
LICENSED PLATFORMS FOR MUSIC ACCESS AND DISCOVERY INCLUDING SATELLITE RADIO DIGITAL
SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES )NTERNET RADIO LICENSED VIDEO SITES AND DIGITAL DOWNLOAD
STORES
 %THAN 3MITH  'EOFFREY ! &OWLER 'ANGING 5P ON )NTERNET 0IRATES (OLLYWOOD 4ELECOM 0ROVIDERS 5NITE
TO 4ARGET 4HOSE 7HO 3HARE #OPYRIGHTED &ILMS -USIC 7!,, 34 * *ULY   HTTPONLINEWSJCOMARTICLE3"
HTML
)NCREASINGLY THE PUBLIC IS DISPLAYING A WILLINGNESS TO ADOPT LEGITIMATE
SERVICES WHICH REINFORCES THE CRITICAL NOTION THAT THE COMBINATION OF TECHNICAL
INNOVATION ACCESS TO THE UNDERLYING DELIVERY MECHANISMS AND REASONABLE LICENSING
 -EMORANDUM OF 5NDERSTANDING #42 &/2 #/092)'(4 ).&/ *ULY  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPKLUWER
COPYRIGHTBLOGCOMUSMEMORANDUMOFUNDERSTANDINGONFIGHTAGAINSTONLINEPIRACY
 3EE 6ICTORIA %SPINEL 7ORKING 4OGETHER TO 3TOP )NTERNET 0IRACY 4(% 7()4% (/53% ",/' *ULY  
 0-	 HTTPWWWWHITEHOUSEGOVBLOGWORKINGTOGETHERSTOP)NTERNETPIRACY ENDORSEMENT
OF THE AGREEMENT REACHED BETWEEN )30S AND ENTERTAINMENT COMPANIES BY THE 53 )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY
%NFORCEMENT #OORDINATOR	
 !REWA SUPRA NOTE  AT  
 3EE !NNEMARIE "RIDY7HY 0IRATES 3TILL	 7ONgT "EHAVE 2EGULATING 00 IN THE $ECADE !FTER .APSTER 
254'%23 ,*  	 DISCUSSING THE LIMITED DETERRENT EFFECT LAWSUITS AND EDUCATION CAMPAIGNS HAVE HAD ON
PIRACY	
 3EE EG 4IM ,EE 4EXAS3IZE 3OPHISTRY 4(% 4%#( ,)"%2!4)/. &2/.4 /CT  	
HTTPTECHLIBERATIONCOMTEXASSIZESOPHISTRY DISCUSSING METHODOLOGIES USED BY STAKEHOLDERS TO
INFLATE ALLEGED COSTS OF PIRACY INCLUDING COUNTING EVERY ILLEGAL DOWNLOAD AS A LOST SALE	
 53 '/64 !##/5.4!"),)49 /&&)#% '!/ ).4%,,%#45!, 02/0%249 /"3%26!4)/.3 /.
%&&/243 4/15!.4)&9 4(% %#/./-)# %&&%#43 /& #/5.4%2&%)4 !.$ 0)2!4%$'//$3 	
 )D
 )D AT 
 3EE 6ICTORIA 2 -C$ONALD .OTE 3TIRRING THE 7ATERS 7HETHER THE 0IRATE "AY #ASE AND THE 4HOMAS
2ASSET #ASE 7ILL )MPACT &ILE 3HARING AND 0IRACY IN 3WEDEN AND THE 5NITED 3TATES  42!.3.!4g, ,  #/.4%-0
02/"3  n 	 DISCUSSING THE INCREASED ACCESSIBILITY OF DIGITAL MUSIC VIA A PLETHORA OF STREAMING
SERVICES	
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TERMS CAN CREATE A REVITALIZED INDUSTRY THAT SERVES MUSICIANS RIGHTSHOLDERS AND
MUSIC FANS
4HE TREMENDOUS EASE WITH WHICH MUSIC CAN BE SHARED VIA BLOGS SOCIAL
NETWORKING SITES AND OTHER CONTENTSHARING PLATFORMS BRINGS A HOST OF ISSUES
REGARDING THE DUAL COPYRIGHTS IN MUSIC TO THE FORE 4HE RAPIDITY OF PUBLIC
PERFORMANCE AND DISTRIBUTION COMBINED WITH INEFFICIENCIES IN LICENSING MAKE
INFRINGEMENT MORE LIKELY AND ACCORDING TO SOME RIGHTSHOLDERS PLACE A BURDEN ON
CONTENT OWNERS TO PROVIDE NOTICE TO SERVICES AS REQUIRED BY THE $-#! &OR THEIR
PART ONLINE INTERMEDIARIES MAY HAVE A STRONG COUNTERINCENTIVE TO REMAIN IGNORANT
OF SPECIFIC VIOLATIONS 4HIS MAY BE AN UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCE OF THE SAFE HARBOR
PROVISIONS IN THE $-#! OR IT MAY BE A NATURAL TENSION IN THE MARKETPLACE MERELY
BROUGHT INTO SHARPER RELIEF BY STATUTE %ITHER WAY THERE ARE OPEN QUESTIONS ABOUT
HOW TO BEST BRING THE CONSUMPTIVE BEHAVIORS OF MILLIONS OF )NTERNET USERS INTO LINE
WITH THE LAW /NE WAY TO ACHIEVE THIS OUTSIDE OF MAJOR SURGERY TO THE $-#! IS TO
SEEK GREATER LICENSING EFFICIENCIES TO REDUCE THE RISK OF LITIGATION AND ALLOW SERVICES TO
AMASS ATTRACTIVE MUSIC CATALOGS !DDITIONALLY THE STANDARDIZATION OF METADATA 
THE INFORMATION USED TO IDENTIFY ASPECTS OF A DIGITAL MUSIC FILE SUCH AS THE COMPOSER
OR THE PERFORMER LABEL  AND IMPROVED DATABASE TECHNOLOGIES WOULD HELP ENSURE
THAT PAYOUTS TO MUSICIANS AND RIGHTSHOLDERS ARE TRANSPARENT AND EQUITABLE
 3EE 2EFORMING 3ECTION  OF THE #OPYRIGHT !CT FOR THE $IGITAL !GE (EARING "EFORE THE 3UBCOMM ON
#OURTS THE )NTERNET AND )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY OF THE ( #OMM OF THE *UDICIARY TH #ONG n 	
STATEMENT OF -ARYBETH 0ETERS 2EGISTRAR OF #OPYRIGHTS	 DISCUSSING THE ROLE OF MUSIC LICENSING REFORM IN
ENTICING CONSUMERS TO ABANDON PIRACY	
 3EE 0ETER 3 -ENELL %NVISIONING #OPYRIGHT ,AWgS $IGITAL &UTURE  .9, 3#( , 2%6   	
DISCUSSING THE COMPLICATIONS PRESENTED BY THE DISTINCT COPYRIGHTS IN THE MUSICAL COMPOSITION AND IN THE SOUND
RECODING SEPARATELY UNDERLYING ALL SOUND RECORDINGS	 SEE ALSO 2ICHARD $ 2OSE #ONNECTING THE $OTS .AVIGATING
THE ,AWS AND ,ICENSING 2EQUIREMENTS OF THE )NTERNET -USIC 2EVOLUTION  )$%!   	 NOTING THE
RELATIVELY NEW AND COMPLEX COPYRIGHT ISSUES PRESENTED BY THE )NTERNET	
 $ECLAN -C#ULLAGH 2)!! 53 #OPYRIGHT ,AW h)SNT 7ORKINGv #.%4 !UG    0-	
HTTPNEWSCNETCOM?HTML
 3EE !LEXIS !LLEN #OMMENT "ATTLING IN THE .AME OF "ALANCE %VALUATING 3OLUTIONS TO #OPYRIGHT #ONFLICT
IN 6IACOM )NTL V 9OU4UBE  "95 , 2EV   	 DISCUSSING THE INCENTIVE CREATED BY
$-#!S SAFE HARBOR PROVISIONS FOR )NTERNET COMPANIES TO REMAIN IGNORANT OF THE EXISTENCE OF INFRINGING
CONTENT ON THEIR SITES	
 3EE *OHN %RIC 3EAY .OTE h(ANG @%M (IGHv 7ILL THE 2ECORDING )NDUSTRY !SSOCIATION OF !MERICAS .EW
0LAN TO 0OSSE UP WITH )NTERNET 3ERVICE 0ROVIDERS IN THE &IGHT !GAINST /NLINE -USIC 0IRACY &INALLY 4AME THE 7ILD
)NTERNET  * ).4%,, 02/0 ,   	 EXPLAINING CONCERNS REGARDING POTENTIAL OBSTRUCTION OF LEGAL
ONLINE CONTENT AND CONTRAVENTION OF NETWORK NEUTRALITY SURROUNDING 2)!!S NEW PLAN TO SEARCH 00
APPLICATIONS FOR MATERIAL SENT ONLINE THAT POTENTIALLY INFRINGES A COPYRIGHT OF ONE OF ITS MEMBER RECORDING
LABELS	
 3EE 3HANE 7AGMAN ) 7ANT -Y -0 ,EGAL AND 0OLICY "ARRIERS TO A ,EGITIMATE $IGITAL -USIC
-ARKETPLACE  * ).4%,, 02/0 ,   	 EXPLAINING THAT REDUCED TRANSACTION COSTS AND CLARIFICATION OF
LICENSE REQUIREMENTS WOULD INCREASE LAWFUL ACCESS TO THE DIGITAL MUSIC MARKETPLACE	
 3EE INFRA 0ART )))"IV
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III. THE CURRENT LICENSING ENVIRONMENT  
! #OPYRIGHTS ,ICENSES AND $IGITAL 3ERVICES
)N ORDER TO LEGITIMATELY OFFER DIGITAL MUSIC TO CONSUMERS SERVICES MUST LICENSE TWO
SEPARATE COPYRIGHTS THE SOUND RECORDING COPYRIGHT AND THE UNDERLYING MUSICAL
COMPOSITION COPYRIGHT 4YPICALLY RECORD LABELS CONTROL THE FORMER THOUGH IT IS
SOMETIMES THE PERFORMING ARTIST	 PUBLISHERS AND SONGWRITERS OWN THE LATTER
4HERE IS OFTEN DISCONTINUITY BETWEEN THE SOUND RECORDING AND COMPOSITION
COPYRIGHTS HELD BY THE LABEL AND PUBLISHING DIVISIONS OF SAID COMPANIES -EANING
A RECORDING CONTROLLED BY THE %-) LABEL MAY NOT HAVE ITS COMPOSITION COPYRIGHT
WITH %-) 0UBLISHING 4HE PICTURE IS EVEN MORE COMPLICATED WHEN YOU FACTOR IN
THE NUMEROUS INDEPENDENT LABELS PUBLISHING COMPANIES INDIVIDUAL PERFORMING
ARTISTS AND SONGWRITERS WHOSE LICENSES ADD TREMENDOUS PERCEIVED AND ACTUAL VALUE
TO A DIGITAL MUSIC SERVICE
/FTEN A WORK HAS MULTIPLE OWNERS WHICH MAKES THE PROCESS OF OBTAINING
LICENSES THAT MUCH MORE DIFFICULT )N ADDITION TO DETERMINING WHO OWNS WHAT
THERE IS THE ISSUE OF NOT BEING ABLE TO LICENSE A WORK DUE TO DISAGREEMENTS AMONG
THE VARIOUS OWNERS OF A COPYRIGHT OR THEIR HEIRS	
 3EE GENERALLY  53# e A		 	
 -ICHAEL (UPPE 9OU $ONgT +NOW -E BUT ) /WE 9OU -ONEY (OW 3OUND%XCHANGE )S #HANGING THE
'AME ON $IGITAL 2OYALTIES  %.4  30/243 ,!7   	
 3EE -ATTHEW * !STLE 3TOP THE -USIC 0ODCASTINGgS ,ICENSING #ONUNDRUM  * ).4%2.%4 ,  
	 DISCUSSING THE ASSIGNMENT OF COPYRIGHT BY COMPOSERS AND PERFORMERS	
 3EE *ONAH - +NOBLER 0UBLIC 0ERFORMANCE 2IGHTS IN -USIC $OWNLOADS 5NITED 3TATES V !3#!0 AND
"EYOND  * ).4%2.%4 ,   	 NOTING THAT THERE ARE OFTEN INTERMEDIARY ORGANIZATIONS THAT HANDLE
PUBLISHING LICENSES	
 )D #OPYRIGHT CONTAINS A HOST OF ENUMERATED EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS EACH OF WHICH MAY BE ADMINISTERED
SEPARATELY ! SINGLE PIECE OF MUSIC CAN IN ITS LIFETIME UNDER THE TERMS OF COPYRIGHT LAW BE OWNED BY SEVERAL
DIFFERENT ENTITIES INCLUDING SEPARATE PUBLISHING COMPANIES AND RECORD LABELS )D "ULK AND INDIVIDUAL CATALOG
SALES AS WELL AS MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS FURTHER COMPLICATE THE LANDSCAPE FOR MUSIC RIGHTS 53 #/092)'(4
/&&)#% 2%0/24 /./20(!.7/2+3 	 AT 
 3EE EG 4ODD -ARTENS !MOEBA -USIC TO /PEN $OWNLOAD 3ITE ,! 4IMES *AN   AT $
REPORTING THAT THE INDEPENDENT MUSIC STORE CHAINS PLANS TO OPEN AN ONLINE SITE THAT WOULD OFFER DOWNLOADS
OF RARE OUTOFPRINT AND DEEP CATALOG MATERIAL TO APPEAL TO MUSIC COLLECTORS	 4HE APPEAL TO CONSUMERS OF ANY
DIGITAL MUSIC SERVICE WHETHER IT IS STREAMING DOWNLOAD OR OTHERWISE IS THE ROBUSTNESS OF ITS CATALOG )N ORDER TO
PRESENT THE MOST ATTRACTIVE ARRAY OF MUSICAL CONTENT TO POTENTIAL USERS A SERVICE MUST LICENSE THE BROADEST
AMOUNT OF MUSIC POSSIBLE INCLUDING THAT OF MAJOR INDEPENDENT AND UNAFFILIATED ARTISTS *ASMINE &RANCE/NLINE
-USIC 3TORE 'UIDE #.%4 -AR    !-	 HTTPREVIEWSCNETCOM?HTMLTAG
PAGEPAGE
 3EE +NOBLER SUPRA NOTE  AT  DISCUSSING THE STEPS DOWNLOAD PROVIDERS MUST TAKE IN ORDER TO
OBTAIN THE REQUIRED LICENSES NEEDED TO SELL DIGITAL MUSIC	
 3EE *EFF 0RICE 4HE 4HREE ,ICENSES (OLDING "ACK THE -USIC )NDUSTRY 45.%#/2% ",/' -AY  	
HTTP BLOGTUNECORECOMTHETHREELICENSESHOLDINGBACKTHEMUSICINDUSTRYHTML EXPLAINING THE
DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED WHEN ATTEMPTING TO LICENSE WORKS WITH VARIOUS RIGHTSHOLDERS	 )T IS COMMON FOR MUSIC
RIGHTS TO BE OWNED BY MULTIPLE PARTIES )D 4HE COMPOSITION COPYRIGHT IN PARTICULAR IS OFTEN COAUTHORED BY
MULTIPLE PARTIES WHICH CAN RESULT IN THE SEPARATE ADMINISTRATION OF EACH ENUMERATED PORTION 3EE EG *ANKY V
,AKE #OUNTY #ONVENTION AND 6ISITORS "UREAU  &D  TH #IR 	 HOLDING THAT THE LICENSEE HAD THE
RIGHT TO USE THE SONG ON THE COAUTHORS PERMISSION WHEN OTHER COAUTHORS OBJECTED	 )N SUCH INSTANCES
OWNERSHIP CAN BE COMPLICATED BY THE NEED FOR A SERVICE TO OBTAIN A SEPARATE LICENSE FOR EACH 3EE-ARK (OLLORAN
 %DWARD 2 (EARN #OLLABORATOR3ONGWRITER !GREEMENTS ,!7 /&&)#%3 /& %$7!2$ 2 (%!2. HTTP
":II:G-DJH:IG6EH
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4HE FOLLOWING IS A DESCRIPTION OF THE TWO COPYRIGHTS INHERENT IN A MUSICAL WORK
AND HOW THEY INTERACT WITH CERTAIN DIGITAL SERVICES
#OPYRIGHT EXISTS IN A WORLD OF DUALITIES 4HERE ARE TWO SEPARATE COPYRIGHTS
WITHIN EACH MUSICAL WORK THE SOUND RECORDING COPYRIGHT AND THE MUSICAL
COMPOSITION COPYRIGHT %ACH TYPE OF COPYRIGHTED WORK IS LICENSED SEPARATELY
DEPENDING ON WHETHER IT IS BEING hPUBLICLY PERFORMEDv IE BROADCAST	 OR
REPRODUCED AND DISTRIBUTED 4O FURTHER COMPLICATE MATTERS THESE TWO TYPES
OF COPYRIGHTS OPERATE DIFFERENTLY IN THE TERRESTRIAL WORLD VERSUS THE DIGITAL
WORLD ! DIGITAL MUSIC SERVICE MUST OBTAIN SEPARATE LICENSES DEPENDING ON
THE MEANS OF DISTRIBUTION IT FACILITATES 4HERE ARE TWO PRIMARY MEANS OF
DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION hSTREAMINGv AND hDOWNLOADINGv %ACH REQUIRES A
DIFFERENT SET OF LICENSES (OWEVER THESE TWO DISTRIBUTION TYPES CAN BE FURTHER
SEGMENTED INTO INTERACTIVE STREAMING TETHERED DOWNLOADS AND LIMITED
DOWNLOADS )T IS SOMETIMES UNCLEAR WHAT TYPES OF LICENSES DIGITAL MUSIC
SERVICES NEED TO HAVE THE PROPER PERMISSION TO DISTRIBUTE MUSIC VIA THESE
METHODS
EXCERPTED FROM ) 7ANT -Y
-0 ,EGAL AND 0OLICY "ARRIERS TO A ,EGITIMATE $IGITAL -USIC -ARKETPLACE BY 3HANE
7AGMAN AND &UTURE OF -USIC #OALITION
$IGITAL MUSIC SERVICES THAT OFFER MUSIC DOWNLOADS OR h$0$Sv MUST OBTAIN
MECHANICAL LICENSES FROM THE MUSICAL COMPOSITION COPYRIGHT OWNER AND
MASTER USE LICENSES FROM THE SOUND RECORDING COPYRIGHT OWNER ! DOWNLOAD
IS A COMPLETE TRANSFER OF AUDIO CONTENT FROM THE )NTERNET ONTO A COMPUTER
HARD DRIVE WHERE IT CAN THEN BE LISTENED TO ON DEMAND )T IS THE DIGITAL
EQUIVALENT TO BUYING A PHYSICAL RECORDING SUCH AS A #$ FROM A BRICK AND
MORTAR RECORD STORE
4HEREFORE A DIGITAL DOWNLOAD TRIGGERS THE REPRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION
RIGHTS GRANTED TO THE COPYRIGHT OWNER BY THE #OPYRIGHT !CT 3ECTION  OF
THE #OPYRIGHT !CT PROVIDES A COMPULSORY MECHANICAL LICENSE FOR THE MUSICAL
COMPOSITION IE IT ALLOWS ANYONE TO OBTAIN PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE AND
DISTRIBUTE hNONDRAMATIC MUSICAL WORKSv SO LONG AS THEY ABIDE BY CERTAIN
REQUIREMENTS MOST NOTABLY PAYING A ROYALTY RATE SET BY LAW TO THE
COMPOSITIONS OWNER 4HERE IS NO COMPULSORY LICENSE FOR SOUND RECORDING
COPYRIGHTS 4HE DIGITAL MUSIC SERVICE MUST NEGOTIATE WITH THE SOUND
RECORDING COPYRIGHT OWNERS n USUALLY THE RECORD LABELS n INDIVIDUALLY
)NTERNETMEDIALAWCOMARTICLES#OLLABORATOR3ONGWRITER!GREEMENTS LAST VISITED 3EPT  	 4HE INABILITY
OF MULTIPLE OWNERS TO COME TO TERMS ON A PARTICULAR USE CAN FRUSTRATE THE APPEARANCE OF A PIECE OF MUSIC ON A
PARTICULAR SERVICE OR PLATFORM )D
 7AGMAN SUPRA NOTE  AT n
 )D AT n FOOTNOTES OMITTED	
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4HIS MEANS THAT IF A DOWNLOAD STORE SUCH AS I4UNES OR E-USIC IS TO OPERATE THEY
MUST SECURE THE INDIVIDUAL LICENSES FROM EVERY SOUND RECORDING THEY OFFER 4HERE
IS ALSO THE MATTER OF THE hMECHANICAL LICENSEv WHICH LABELS PAY TO PUBLISHERS AND
SONGWRITERS WHEN A hCOPYv OF A SONG IS SOLD 4HIS REPRODUCTION RIGHT IS
ADMINISTERED BY THE (ARRY &OX !GENCY (&!	 WHICH REPRESENTS A LARGE NUMBER OF
MUSIC PUBLISHERS 4HE CURRENT STATUTORY MECHANICAL ROYALTY RATE IS  CENTS PER
SONG PER UNIT FOR RECORDINGS OF COMPOSITIONS OF UP TO FIVE MINUTES IN LENGTH (&!
ALSO LICENSES THE PUBLISHING MECHANISMS FOR FULL ALBUM DOWNLOADS ONDEMAND
STREAMS LIMITED DOWNLOADS RINGTONES MASTERTONES AND RINGBACKS DIGITAL
JUKEBOXES AND DIGITAL BACKGROUND MUSIC SERVICES
4HE ECONOMIES SO FAR DESCRIBED ARE COMPLEX BUT THEY STILL TO A LARGE DEGREE
MIMIC THE WORLD OF PHYSICAL TRANSACTIONS $OWNLOAD STORES ARE HARDLY THE ONLY
KIND OF DIGITAL MUSIC SERVICES HOWEVER 4HERE ARE ALSO THOSE THAT BROADCAST
hSTREAMSv SUCH AS WEBCASTERS WHICH MUST OBTAIN PUBLIC PERFORMANCE LICENSES
FROM BOTH THE SOUND RECORDING COPYRIGHT OWNER AND THE MUSICAL COMPOSITION
COPYRIGHT OWNER (ERE THE PICTURE IS SOMEWHAT MORE STRAIGHTFORWARD WEBCASTERS
OPERATE USING BLANKET LICENSES OBTAINED FROM COMPOSITION COPYRIGHT OWNERS
THROUGH VARIOUS 0ERFORMANCE 2IGHTS /RGANIZATIONS 02/S	 SUCH AS !3#!0 "-)
AND 3%3!# !S PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED SOUND RECORDING COPYRIGHT OWNERS AND
PERFORMERS WERE UNABLE TO COLLECT A ROYALTY FOR PUBLIC PERFORMANCES UNTIL 
WHICH WAS WHEN THE $IGITAL 0ERFORMANCE 2OYALTY IN 3OUND 2ECORDINGS !CT
$0232!	 BECAME LAW
 3EE !STLE SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING THAT ONLINE RETAILERS SUCH AS I4UNES MUST OBTAIN MASTER USE
LICENSES FROM THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS IF THE RETAILERS WISH TO MAKE COPIES OF SOUND RECORDINGS AND DISTRIBUTE THEM
ONLINE	
(OWEVER THIS RIGHT DOES NOT EXIST FOR TERRESTRIAL OR OVER
 3EE -ECHANICAL ,ICENSING (!229 &/8 HTTPWWWHARRYFOXCOMPUBLIC-ECHANICAL,ICENSESLICJSP LAST
VISITED 3EPT  	 EXPLAINING THAT MECHANICAL LICENSES AUTHORIZE PHYSICAL OR DIGITAL REPRODUCTION OF
COMPOSITIONS EMBODIED IN SOUND RECORDINGS	
 !BOUT (&! (!229 &/8 HTTPWWWHARRYFOXCOMPUBLIC!BOUT(&!JSP LAST VISITED 3EPT  	
 ,ICENSING n 'ENERAL &!17HAT IS THE #URRENT 3TATUTORY -ECHANICAL 2ATE (OW IS IT #ALCULATED (!229
&/8 HTTPWWWHARRYFOXCOMPUBLIC,ICENSING'ENERAL&!1JSP LAST VISITED 3EPT  	
 ,ICENSING n 'ENERAL &!1 (OW $O ) ,ICENSE FOR $IGITAL 5SES /THER 4HAN 3INGLE 0$$S &ULL 0ERMANENT
$IGITAL $OWNLOADS	 (!229 &/8 HTTPWWWHARRYFOXCOMPUBLIC,ICENSING'ENERAL&!1JSP LAST VISITED 3EPT
 	
 3EE7AGMAN SUPRA NOTE  AT  EQUATING THE DOWNLOAD OF AUDIO CONTENT FROM THE )NTERNET TO THE
PHYSICAL PURCHASE OF A #$ FROM A RECORD STORE	
 3EE !STLE SUPRA NOTE  AT  DISCUSSING THE CONCEPT OF STREAMING AUDIO	
 )D $IGITALERA DEFINITIONS ARE SOMETIMES MUTABLE BUT FOR OUR PURPOSES A STREAM IS AN ONLINE BROADCAST
OF MUSIC WHERE NO COPY IS MADE ON THE LISTENERS HARD DRIVE 3EE ID EXPLAINING THAT STREAMED AUDIO FILES ARE
DELETED AFTER THEY ARE PLAYED	
 3EE $AVID $ /XENFORD  2OBERT * $RISCOLL 4HE "ASICS OF -USIC ,ICENSING IN $IGITAL -EDIA $!6)3
72)'(4 42%-!).% HTTPWWWDWTCOM,EARNING#ENTER!DVISORIESFIND LAST VISITED 3EPT  	
DISCUSSING DIGITAL TRANSMISSION LICENSING REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPANIES WHO DIGITALLY STREAM MUSIC	
 3EE *IM 0UZZANGHERA /NLINE 2OYALTIES $EAL )S 2EACHED ,! 4)-%3 3EPT   AT # REPORTING ON
AGREED UPON RATES FOR BLANKET LICENSES AMONG GROUPS REPRESENTING SONGWRITERS MUSIC PUBLISHERS RECORD LABELS
AND DIGITAL MUSIC WEBSITES OVER INTERACTIVE STREAMING ROYALTIES	
 3EE GENERALLY $IGITAL 0ERFORMANCE 2IGHT IN 3OUND 2ECORDINGS !CT OF  (EARING ON (2  "EFORE
THE 3 #OMM ON #OURTS AND )NTELL 0ROP #OMM ON THE *UDICIARY TH #ONG 	 STATEMENT OF -ARYBETH
0ETERS 2EGISTER OF #OPYRIGHTS	 EXAMINING THE $IGITAL 0ERFORMANCE 2OYALTY IN 3OUND 2ECORDINGS !CT	
":II:G-DJH:IG6EH
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THEAIR BROADCASTS )N ORDER TO COMPLY WITH FEDERAL STATUTE DIGITAL BROADCASTERS
MUST OBTAIN BLANKET PUBLIC PERFORMANCE LICENSES FROM SOUND RECORDING COPYRIGHT
OWNERS VIA 3OUND%XCHANGE A DIGITALONLY 0ERFORMING 2IGHTS /RGANIZATION THAT
EXCLUSIVELY COLLECTS AND DISTRIBUTES DIGITAL PERFORMING RIGHTS ROYALTIES TO SOUND
RECORDING COPYRIGHT OWNERS AND PERFORMERS
(AVING FIRST SPLIT THE DIGITAL MUSIC UNIVERSE NEATLY IN TWO BY DESCRIBING DOWNLOAD
SERVICES AND STREAMING BROADCAST PLATFORMS SUCH CONCEPTS AS INTERACTIVE STREAMING
AND TETHERED DOWNLOADS WILL NOW BE INTRODUCED AS TWO FLAVORS OF MUSIC ACCESS THAT
MAY EXIST ALONGSIDE )NTERNET RADIO AND PERMANENT DOWNLOADS IN THE VERY SAME
SERVICE /NE OF THE EARLY HYBRID PLATFORMS STILL IN BUSINESS TODAY IS THE
SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE 2HAPSODY /FFERING ITS USERS ACCESS TO MILLIONS OF LICENSED
SONGS 2HAPSODY OPERATES AS AN INTERACTIVE STREAMING SERVICE A TETHERED
DOWNLOAD SERVICE A PERMANENT DOWNLOAD STORE AND AN )NTERNET RADIO
PLATFORM "ECAUSE OF THE ARRAY OF OPTIONS 2HAPSODY MUST OBTAIN NEARLY EVERY
LICENSE UNDER THE SUN 4HIS PROCESS IS CUMBERSOME AND HIGHLY COMPLEX WITH
PERMISSIONS RESTRICTIONS AND OTHER INFORMATION CAPTURED IN DIZZYING SPREADSHEETS
OF HIGHLY VARIABLE DATA !LTHOUGH 2HAPSODY HAS A ROBUST CATALOG THE LACK OF A
STREAMLINED LICENSING FRAMEWORK MEANS THAT ANY SONG OR ALBUM CAN BE TAKEN DOWN
DUE TO DISPUTES WITH RIGHTSHOLDERS OVER PAYMENTS FOR VARIOUS USES
$ESPITE THE TREMENDOUS INVESTMENT OF TIME AND MONEY REQUIRED TO LAUNCH A
DIGITAL MUSIC SERVICE THERE HAVE BEEN A NUMBER OF ENTRANTS INTO THE MARKETPLACE
SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THE LAST DECADE
 3INCE WELL BEFORE THE INTRODUCTION OF A SOUND RECORDING COPYRIGHT IN  53 BROADCASTERS HAVE
ENJOYED AN EXEMPTION TO PAYING ROYALTIES TO PERFORMERS AND LABELS FOR OVERTHEAIR BROADCASTS OF THEIR MUSIC A
TRADITION THAT CONTINUES TO THIS DAY 3EE  53# ee  D		 	 CODIFYING EXEMPT TRANSMISSIONS AND
RETRANSMISSIONS	
2ETAILERS SUCH AS I4UNES E-USIC AND
 /XENFORD  $RISCOLL SUPRA NOTE  SEE ALSO  53# e D	 OUTLINING EXEMPTIONS TO THE SOUND
RECORDING COPYRIGHT OWNERS EXCLUSIVE PUBLIC PERFORMANCE RIGHT	
 3EE +NOBLER SUPRA NOTE  AT  DESCRIBING TETHERED DOWNLOADS AS CONDITIONAL DOWNLOADS THAT OFFER
LESS THAN OUTRIGHT OWNERSHIP OF A COPY	 SEE ALSO 0UZZANGHERA SUPRA NOTE  NOTING THAT INTERACTIVE STREAMING
INVOLVES LISTENERS CHOOSING WHICH SPECIFIC SONGS THEY STREAM	
 3EE GENERALLY !BOUT 5S 2(!03/$9 HTTPWWWRHAPSODYCOMABOUTUSABOUT LAST VISITED 3EPT 
	
 !N INTERACTIVE STREAM IS A BROADCAST BASED ON USER INPUTS OR SELECTED BY THE RECIPIENT 3EE +NOBLER
SUPRA NOTE  AT  DISCUSSING hPURE STREAMINGv	
 ! TETHERED DOWNLOAD IS A MUSIC DOWNLOAD FROM A SUBSCRIPTION THAT CAN ONLY BE PLAYED ON AN
AUTHORIZED COMPUTER OR DEVICE WHILE A LIMITED DOWNLOAD CAN ONLY BE PLAYED FOR A SPECIFIC PERIOD OF TIME 3KYLA
-ITCHELL 2EFORMING 3ECTION  %SCAPING &ROM THE "YZANTINE 7ORLD OF -ECHANICAL ,ICENSING  #!2$/:/ !243
 %.4 ,*   N 	
 -ICHELLE 1UINN.EW -USIC 3TORE TO 4AKE ON I4UNES ,! 4)-%3 *UNE   AT #
 3EE GENERALLY !STLE SUPRA NOTE  AT  DESCRIBING HOW ONLINE RETAILERS MUST OBTAIN MULTIPLE LICENSES
TO SELL AUDIO RECORDINGS	
 3EE 7AGMAN SUPRA NOTE  AT   N DETAILING THE PROCESS USED BY 2HAPSODY TO DETERMINE
WHETHER THE COMPANY HAS THE NECESSARY LICENSES TO SELL A DIGITAL RECORDING	
 )D
 3EE GENERALLY *OHN - 'UILFOIL ,ISTEN FOR ,ESS "/3 ',/"% &EB   AT " COMPARING NUMEROUS
ONLINE MUSIC RETAILERS	
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!MAZON -0 OFFER PERMANENT DIGITAL DOWNLOADS 3TREAMING SERVICES SUCH AS
2HAPSODY -/' 2DIO .APSTER AND 3POTIFY PROVIDE ACCESS TO MILLIONS OF SONGS ON
DEMAND AND ONTHEGO WITH SOME VARIATIONS IN CATALOG AND USER EXPERIENCE
!PPLE WHOSE FAMILIAR I4UNES ECOSYSTEM IS USED BY MILLIONS AROUND THE WORLD HAS
NOW ENTERED THE hCLOUD MUSICv GAME WITH A SERVICE THAT READS USERS DIGITAL MUSIC
COLLECTION AND OFFERS REDOWNLOADS OF ANYTHING IN THAT COLLECTION FROM ANY !PPLE
DEVICE %ACH OF THESE SERVICES HAS HAD TO NEGOTIATE LICENSES WITH LABELS AND
PUBLISHERS IN ORDER TO BUILD A CATALOG VAST ENOUGH TO ATTRACT LISTENERS
.EGOTIATIONS DO NOT ALWAYS PRODUCE RESULTS SEARCH GIANT 'OOGLE INITIALLY FAILED TO
SECURE LICENSES WITH THE MAJOR LABELS FOR ITS MUSIC SERVICE AND SUBSEQUENTLY LAUNCHED
A TRUNCATED REMOTE FILE STORAGE SYSTEM FOR WHICH IT ASSUMES	 NO LICENSES ARE
NECESSARY
!LTHOUGH WEBCASTERS ARE ABLE TO OBTAIN BLANKET LICENSES WHICH ALLOW THEM TO
AVOID TIMECONSUMING NEGOTIATIONS WITH UNCERTAIN OUTCOMES
4HE COMPANY HAS SINCE LAUNCHED A NEW MUSIC STORE WITH LICENSES FROM
A MAJORITY OF MAJOR RIGHTSHOLDERS	
 THERE ARE STILL
POINTS OF CONTENTION BETWEEN )NTERNET BROADCASTERS AND RIGHTSHOLDERS 0ANDORA
AN ADSUPPORTED hPREDICTIVE RADIOv SERVICE FUNCTIONS UNDER LAW AS A WEBCASTER
MEANING IT IS REQUIRED TO OBTAIN BLANKET LICENSES FROM 3OUND%XCHANGE FOR THE
DIGITAL PUBLIC PERFORMANCE RIGHT AND FROM THE 0ERFORMING 2IGHTS /RGANIZATIONS FOR
THE UNDERLYING COMPOSITION COPYRIGHT )N RECENT YEARS THE SERVICE WAGED A
PROTRACTED BATTLE WITH THE #OPYRIGHT 2OYALTY "OARD #2"	  THE GOVERNMENT ENTITY
THAT SETS RATES FOR COMPULSORY LICENSES  TO ACHIEVE A FEE STRUCTURE THAT WOULD ALLOW
THEM TO STAY IN BUSINESS
 )D
3TAKEHOLDERS INCLUDING THE LABELS 3OUND%XCHANGE AND
 3EE GENERALLY #LAIRE !TKINSON -USICAL 3CARES n $IGITAL 3ERVICE 3POTIFYS 53 ,AUNCH 0UTS 2IVAL /N
.OTICE .9 0/34 *ULY   AT  REVIEWING THE INTRODUCTION OF 3POTIFY INTO THE 53 MARKET	 SEE ALSO
#HRISTOPHER "REEN &OUR -USIC 3UBSCRIPTION 3ERVICES #OMPARED (OW -OG .APSTER 2DIO AND 2HAPSODY 3TACK
5P -!#7/2,$ /CT    !-	 HTTPWWWMACWORLDCOMARTICLE
MUSIC?SUBSCRIPTION? COMPAREDHTML DESCRIBING THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SEVERAL MUSIC STREAM SERVICES	
 3EE "EN 0ARR !PPLE ,AUNCHES I#LOUD "ETA -!3(!",% !UG   HTTPMASHABLECOM
APPLEICLOUDBETA DISCUSSING !PPLES INTRODUCTION OF THE I#LOUD SERVICE	 SEE ALSO I#LOUD &EATURES !00,%
HTTPWWWAPPLECOMICLOUDFEATURES LAST VISITED 3EPT  	 LISTING THE FEATURES OF THE I#LOUD	
 3EE "EN 3ISARIO -IGUEL (ELFT !PPLE IS #ALLED 0OISED TO /FFER @#LOUD -USIC .9 4)-%3 -AY  
AT " DISCUSSING !PPLES NEGOTIATIONS WITH RECORD LABELS AND PUBLISHERS	 SEE ALSO !STLE SUPRA NOTE  AT 
DISCUSSING THE GENERAL PRACTICE OF ONLINE MUSIC RETAILERS NEGOTIATING INDIVIDUAL DEALS WITH EACH RECORD COMPANY
TO OBTAIN A LICENSE FOR THE REPRODUCTION OF SOUND RECORDINGS	
 3EE #LAIRE #AIN -ILLER 'OOGLE TO 5NVEIL 3ERVICE TO ,ET 5SERS 3TREAM 4HEIR -USIC .9 4)-%3 -AY 
 AT " DESCRIBING 'OOGLES NEW STREAMING SERVICE THE TROUBLES 'OOGLE HAS FACED FROM THE MUSIC LABELS
AND 'OOGLES BELIEF THAT IT DOES NOT NEED LICENSES TO STORE MUSIC FOR USERS IF THE USERS ALREADY OWN THE MUSIC	
 3EE !STLE SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING HOW BLANKET LICENSES ALLOW ONLINE MUSIC RETAILERS TO OBTAIN THE
MULTIPLE LICENSES FOR A SONG ALL AT ONCE WITHOUT HAVING TO OBTAIN SEVERAL DIFFERENT LICENSES	
 3EE EG 7AGMAN SUPRA NOTE  AT  DESCRIBING HOW THE ROYALTY RATES SET BY THE #OPYRIGHT 2OYALTY
"OARD HAVE BEEN CONTESTED BY ONLINE MUSIC STREAMING SERVICES	
 3EE GENERALLY  53# e  	 CODIFYING THE COMPULSORY LICENSE FOR DIGITAL AUDIO TRANSMISSIONS	
SEE ALSO 6ANESSA 6AN #LEAF #OMMENT ! "ROKEN 2ECORD 4HE $IGITAL #OPYRIGHT !CTS 3TATUTORY 2OYALTY 2ATE
3ETTING 0ROCESS $OES .OT 7ORK FOR )NTERNET 2ADIO  34%43/. , 2%6  n 	 DISCUSSING THE ROLE OF
3OUND%XCHANGE AS THE STATUTORY LICENSING REPRESENTATIVE	
 3EE #LAIRE #AIN -ILLER-USIC ,ABELS 2EACH $EAL WITH )NTERNET 2ADIO 3ITES .9 4)-%3 *ULY   AT "
DISCUSSING THE NEW ROYALTY RATE AGREEMENT BETWEEN RECORD LABELS AND ONLINE RADIO STATIONS	 SEE ALSO *OHN
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OTHER LARGE WEBCASTERS NEGOTIATED UNDER THE AUSPICES OF #ONGRESS TO ARRIVE AT A
COMPROMISE RATE THAT WHILE LIKELY NOT AS LOW OR AS HIGH AS SOME WOULD PREFER
BRINGS STABILITY TO A MUSIC INDUSTRY SECTOR THAT IS GROWING RATHER THAN SHRINKING
4HE POINT HERE IS NOT TO ITEMIZE EVERY TENSE NEGOTIATION IN TODAYS MUSIC
MARKETPLACE BUT RATHER TO ILLUSTRATE hTHE STRUCTURAL INABILITY TO EFFICIENTLY LICENSE
VAST NUMBERS OF MUSICAL WORKS FOR A WIDE VARIETY OF USES EVEN WHEN PARTIES ARE
GENERALLY AMENABLE TO THAT LICENSE;=v TO QUOTE ENTERTAINMENT ATTORNEY 7HITNEY
"ROUSSARD 4HE DIFFICULTIES INHERENT IN DIGITAL MUSIC LICENSING ARE NUMEROUS FROM
COST TO TIME 9ET THE GROWTH OF A LEGITIMATE DIGITAL MUSIC MARKETPLACE TO A LARGE
DEGREE DEPENDS ON STABLE AND EFFICIENT LICENSING SYSTEMS THAT ALLOW FOR THE BUILDING
OF ROBUST CATALOGS THAT WILL BE ATTRACTIVE TO PAYING CONSUMERS 4HE FACT THAT SUCH
SERVICES EXIST DESPITE AN INCONVENIENT ENVIRONMENT FOR INVESTMENT AND INNOVATION
IS ENCOURAGING 3TILL THERE IS LIKELY MORE THAT CAN BE DONE TO STREAMLINE THE
LICENSING PROCESS WHILE MAXIMIZING OPPORTUNITIES FOR CREATOR AND RIGHTSHOLDER
COMPENSATION
" 0ROPOSED 2EMEDIES
 #OLLECTIVE ,ICENSING
3INCE THE DAWN OF THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION MANY INDUSTRY EXPERTS AND OBSERVERS HAVE
CALLED FOR ANY NUMBER OF COLLECTIVE LICENSING ARRANGEMENTS TO ALLEVIATE TRANSACTIONAL
PRESSURES AND ACHIEVE A WIDESCALE ALTERNATIVE TO UNAUTHORIZED FILE SHARING
4IMMER 0ANDORA ,IVES 3OUND%XCHANGE #UTS $EAL ON 7EBCASTING 2ATES !23 4%#(.)#! *ULY    0-	
HTTPARSTECHNICACOMMEDIANEWSSOUNDEXCHANGECUTSDEALONMUSICWEBCASTINGRATESARS
DETAILING THE DISAGREEMENTS BETWEEN STREAMING AUDIO SERVICE COMPANIES AND THE #OPYRIGHT 2OYALTY "OARD	
0ROPOSALS EXIST AND CONTINUE TO PROPAGATE	 THAT DESCRIBE COLLECTIVE LICENSING
 3EE -ILLER SUPRA NOTE  AT " DISCUSSING THE NATURE OF THE NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN STAKEHOLDERS	 SEE
ALSO !RBITRON%DISON 2ESEARCH 4HE )NFINITE $IAL .AVIGATING $IGITAL 0LATFORMS 	 AVAILABLE AT
WWWEDISONRESEARCHCOM)NFINITE?$IAL??%XEC3UMMARYPDF DISCUSSING GROWTH TRENDS IN THE ONLINE MUSIC
INDUSTRY	
 7HITNEY "ROUSSARD 4HE 0ROMISE AND 0ERILS OF #OLLECTING ,ICENSING &5452% /& -53)# $EC  	
HTTPFUTUREOFMUSICORGARTICLEARTICLEPROMISEANDPERILSCOLLECTIVELICENSING
 3EE -USIC ,ICENSING (EARING "EFORE THE #OMM ON ( *UDICIARY 3UBCOMM ON #OURTS THE )NTERNET AND
)NTELL 0ROP TH #ONG 	 STATEMENT OF *ONATHAN 0OTTER %XECUTIVE $IRECTOR $IGITAL -EDIA !SSOCIATION	
DESCRIBING THE hENORMOUS TRANSACTION COSTSv FACED BY COMPANIES HAVING TO OBTAIN RIGHTS ON A SONGBYSONG
BASIS AS IS REQUIRED UNDER CURRENT COPYRIGHT LAWS	
 3EE ID DISCUSSING THE PREVALENCE OF ONLINE PIRACY AS A PRODUCT OF LEGAL UNCERTAINTY AND STATUTORY
COPYRIGHT DAMAGES	
 )D
 3EE ID DISCUSSING THE EFFORTS OF ONLINE MUSIC DISTRIBUTORS TO STREAMLINE THE LICENSING OF THE
REPRODUCTION RIGHTS OF MUSICAL WORKS	
 3EE-ATT %ARP  !NDREW -C$IARMID !N )NVESTIGATION OF 6OLUNTARY #OLLECTIVE ,ICENSING FOR -USIC &ILE
3HARING AT 5# "ERKLEY 5# "%2+,%9 3#( /& ).&/ -AY  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWISCHOOLBERKELEY
EDUFILESEARP?MCDIARMID?VCL?AT?BERKELEYPDF ANALYZING COLLECTIVE LICENSING MODELS	 -ANY OF THESE PROPOSALS
WERE REJECTED OUTOFHAND AT THE BEGINNING OF THE LAST DECADE BUT RIGHTSHOLDERS HAVE IN RECENT YEARS SEEMED
MORE WILLING TO AT LEAST ENTERTAIN NEW CONCEPTS IN LICENSING AND DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION 3EE ID AT n PROVIDING A
HISTORY OF THE MUSIC INDUSTRYS APPROACH TO FILE SHARING CULMINATING IN VARIOUS CALLS FOR COLLECTIVE LICENSING
MODELS	
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MECHANISMS FOR BOTH THE SOUND RECORDING AND THE COMPOSITION COPYRIGHTS 4HESE
INCLUDE  BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO  )30 SURCHARGES IMMUNIZING USERS AGAINST
INFRINGEMENT A FLAT FEE FOR ALL ONLINE MUSIC FILE TRANSACTIONS A TAX ON CERTAIN
CONSUMER COMPUTING AND ELECTRONICS DEVICES AND THE CREATION OF A VOLUNTARY OR
COMPULSORY BLANKET LICENSE FOR MUSIC FILES OUTSIDE THAT WHICH EXISTS FOR NON
INTERACTIVE STREAMING
!LTHOUGH NONE OF THESE PROPOSALS HAVE BEEN WHOLLY EMBRACED BY A CRITICAL MASS
OF RIGHTSHOLDERS IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT COLLECTIVE LICENSES ALREADY EXIST IN THE
MUSIC BUSINESS )N FACT PUBLIC PERFORMANCE LICENSES FOR TERRESTRIAL BROADCASTS
WERE KEY TO THE GROWTH OF ONE OF THE MOST HISTORICALLY SIGNIFICANT SECTORS OF THE
INDUSTRY OVERTHEAIR RADIO )T IS SAFE TO SAY THAT WITHOUT THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A
PERFORMANCE RIGHT FOR THE COMPOSITION COPYRIGHT TERRESTRIAL RADIO WOULD NOT HAVE
BEEN ABLE TO PLAY SUCH A PIVOTAL ROLE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A RECORDED MUSIC
INDUSTRY 4HE ESTABLISHMENT IN  OF A HOMOLOGOUS RIGHT FOR DIGITAL BROADCASTS
THAT COVERS THE SOUND COPYRIGHT CAN BE SEEN AS AN IMPORTANT STEP IN RIGHTSHOLDER
COMPENSATION ALTHOUGH THERE IS FREQUENT DEBATE REGARDING APPROPRIATE RATES
 3EE EG &RED VON ,OHMANN ! "ETTER 7AY &ORWARD 6OLUNTARY #OLLECTIVE ,ICENSING OF -USIC &ILE
3HARING %,%#42/.)# &2/.4)%2 &/5.$ !PR  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWEFFORGWPBETTERWAYFORWARD
VOLUNTARYCOLLECTIVELICENSINGMUSICFILESHARING PRESENTING A VOLUNTARY COLLECTIVE LICENSING MECHANISM THAT
WOULD ALLOW CONSUMERS TO DOWNLOAD MUSIC VIA A 00 SYSTEM IN EXCHANGE FOR A MONTHLY FEE	
4HE
BENEFITS MAY OFFSET ANY FRICTION IF WEBCASTERS WERE REQUIRED TO INDIVIDUALLY
 3EE %RIC 0FANNER ! &IX FOR 0IRACY 4ACK A &EE ON "ROADBAND .9 4)-%3 *AN   AT "
DOCUMENTING HOW THE )SLE OF -AN HAS INSTITUTED A POLICY WHERE CITIZENS ARE ABLE TO DOWNLOAD AN UNLIMITED
AMOUNT OF MUSIC AFTER PAYING A NOMINAL FEE	
 3EE 0AUL 2ESNIKOFF 4HE #ENT $OWNLOAD $OES )T .EED A #OMEBACK $)')4!,-53)# .%73 3EPT 
	 HTTPWWWDIGITALMUSICNEWSCOMSTORIESFIVE DISCUSSING FLATRATE PRICING AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO
PAYMENTS FOR INDIVIDUAL -0 DOWNLOADS	
 3EE -AIJA 0ALMER 4ECH 'ROUPS "REAK /FF #OPYRIGHT ,EVY 4ALKS &). 4)-%3 *AN    !-	
HTTPWWWFTCOMCMSSDFBADECFEABAHTMLAXZZ9B::A9 REPORTING INDUSTRY
CONTROVERSY OVER HARDWARE LEVIES TO FUND COMPENSATION FOR PARTIES INJURED BY COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT	
 .ATE !NDERSON h&UNCTIONALLY 6OLUNTARYv -USIC -AY ,EAD TO "LANKET ,ICENSES !23 4%#(.)#! !UG 
  0-	 HTTPARSTECHNICACOMOLDCONTENTPAYINGFORMUSICHASBECOMEFUNCTIONALLY
VOLUNTARYARS
 !S PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED SUPRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT THERE ARE BLANKET LICENSES
ADMINISTERED BY 02/S AND 3OUND%XCHANGE FOR THE PUBLIC PERFORMANCE OF THE COMPOSITION AND SOUND
COPYRIGHTS 3EE  53# e D		#	 %	 	 ALLOWING COLLECTIVE LICENSES TO BE TRANSFERRED TO
PERFORMING RIGHTS SOCIETIES	
 3EE ,OHMANN SUPRA NOTE  NOTING BLANKET LICENSING TO RADIOS BY 02/S AS PRECEDENT FOR )NTERNET
BASED COLLECTING SOCIETIES	
 3EE EG 3TAN * ,IEBOWITZ 4HE %LUSIVE 3YMBIOSIS 4HE )MPACT OF 2ADIO ON THE 2ECORD )NDUSTRY  2%6 /&
%#/. 2%3 /. #/092)'(4 )335%3  n 	 DISCUSSING THE HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE OF PERFORMANCE RIGHTS IN
THE hSYMBIOTIC RELATIONSHIPv BETWEEN THE RADIO AND RECORDING INDUSTRIES	
 3EE 6ANESSA 6AN #LEAF ! "ROKEN 2ECORD 4HE $IGITAL -ILLENNIUM #OPYRIGHT !CTS 3TATUTORY 2OYALTY
2ATE3ETTING 0ROCESS $OES .OT 7ORK FOR )NTERNET 2ADIO  34%43/. , 2%6  n 	 DESCRIBING
OPPOSING MOTIVATIONS OF THE PARTIES AFFECTED BY SETTING ROYALTY RATES	 CF )NTERCOLLEGIATE "ROAD 3YS )NC V
#OPYRIGHT 2OYALTY "D  &D  n $# #IR 	 DISCUSSING WHETHER HIGH WEBCAST ROYALTY RATES SET
BY THE #OPYRIGHT 2OYALTY "OARD WERE ARBITRARY AND CAPRICIOUS	
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NEGOTIATE LICENSES FOR SOUND RECORDINGS THAT SECTOR IS UNLIKELY TO HAVE EXPERIENCED
SUCH REMARKABLE GROWTH
4HERE ARE OF COURSE ANTITRUST CONSIDERATIONS WHEN COLLECTIVE LICENSE SCHEMES ARE
ENACTED BUT HISTORY OF THE PUBLIC PERFORMANCE LICENSE AT LEAST OFFERS GUIDELINES FOR
HOW TO BALANCE COMPETITION WITH INCREASED EFFICIENCIES WITHIN THE SCOPE OF ANTITRUST
LAW )NDEED GOVERNMENT WILL LIKELY HAVE A ROLE TO PLAY IN ESTABLISHING THE
FRAMEWORK FOR ANY NEW COLLECTIVE LICENSING ARRANGEMENT ADVANCED BY A CRITICAL MASS
OF STAKEHOLDERS )T IS ALSO SAFE TO SAY THAT ANY COLLECTIVE LICENSE THAT IS NON
VOLUNTARY WOULD LIKELY IMPLICATE SECTIONS  AND  OF THE 53 #OPYRIGHT
#ODE WHICH WOULD INHERENTLY NECESSITATE ACTIVE GOVERNMENT PARTICIPATION
 )DEAS FOR ,ICENSING 2EFORM
)T IS BEYOND THE PURVIEW OF THIS ARTICLE TO DESCRIBE IN DETAIL THE PRECISE REQUIREMENTS
NECESSARY FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A COLLECTIVE LICENSE THAT WOULD COVER DIGITAL
PHONORECORD DELIVERY OR INTERACTIVE STREAMING TO SAY NOTHING OF THE MECHANICAL
LICENSE (OWEVER IT DOES SEEM THAT SUCH STRUCTURES COULD BE ENHANCED BY
TECHNOLOGY WHICH WOULD ALLOW FOR THE GRANULARITY IN TRACKING COMMON TO PERUSE
LICENSING WHILE PRESERVING THE EFFICIENCIES OF A COLLECTIVE REGIME 9ET THE ABILITY OF
SUCH A SYSTEM TO FUNCTION SMOOTHLY WOULD LIKELY DEPEND ON STANDARDIZATION IN
METADATA COMBINED WITH A CENTRALIZED AUTHENTICATION DATABASE OR DATABASES	
 3EE #HART -EDIA 5SE #ONSOLIDATED n "2)$'% 2!4).'3 	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWBRIDGERATINGSCOM-EDIA5SE#ONSOLIDATED*0' SHOWING AN INCREASE IN
PUBLIC CONSUMPTION OF WEBCASTS SINCE 	 SEE ALSO +AREN &EASSLER 7EBCASTING 2OYALTY 2ATES  "%2+%,%9
4%#( ,*   	 EXPLAINING THE BENEFITS OF THE MANDATED LICENSING MODEL TO WEBCASTERS	
 3EE EG "ROAD -USIC )NC V #OLUMBIA "ROAD 3YS )NC  53   	 REFLECTING THAT
hTHOUGH THERE HAS BEEN RATHER INTENSIVE ANTITRUST SCRUTINY OF !3#!0 AND ITS BLANKET LICENSES THAT EXPERIENCE
HARDLY COUNSELS THAT WE SHOULD OUTLAW THE BLANKET LICENSE AS A PER SE RESTRAINT OF TRADEv	
 3EE GENERALLY7HITNEY "ROUSSARD 4HE 0ROMISE AND 0ERIL OF #OLLECTIVE ,ICENSING  * ).4%,, 02/0 , 
	
 3EE-ATTHEW &AGIN &RANK 0ASQUALE  +IM 7EATHERALL "EYOND .APSTER 5SING !NTITRUST ,AW TO !DVANCE
AND %NHANCE /NLINE -USIC $ISTRIBUTION  "5 * 3#)  4%#( ,  n 	 ARGUING THAT h;T=HE LAW
SHOULD PROMOTE FAIR COMPETITION VIA ROBUST AND DIVERSE DISTRIBUTION CHANNELSv	 SEE ALSO *ONATHAN " 7IENER
4HE 2EGULATION OF 4ECHNOLOGY AND THE 4ECHNOLOGY OF 2EGULATION  4%#( 3/#9   	 DISCUSSING
GOVERNMENT REGULATION AS A NECESSARY RESPONSE TO TECHNOLOGYS IMPACT ON MARKET STRUCTURE AND COPYRIGHT
STRENGTH	
  53# ee n 	 SEE ALSO 3TEWART V !BEND  53  n 	 FINDING THAT A
hCOPYRIGHT OWNER HAS THE CAPACITY ARBITRARILY TO REFUSE TO LICENSEv TO A PARTICULAR ENTITY	
 3EE 3TEWART  53 AT n
 ! GREAT CHALLENGE OF TODAYS MUSIC INDUSTRY IS TO INCREASE EFFICIENCIES IN THE TRACKING OF USES
TRANSACTIONS COPYRIGHT OWNERSHIP AND COMPENSATION THE ABILITY FOR DATABASES TO hTALKv TO OTHER DATABASES WITH
AN APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF INCLUSION AND TRANSPARENCY IS FUNDAMENTAL TO THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THESE GOALS 0%4%
/$%,, 3),6%2 "5,,%43 (/7 ).4%2/0%2!",% $!4! 7),, 2%6/,54)/.):% ).&/2-!4)/. 3(!2).' !.$
42!.30!2%.#9 n !UTHOR(OUSE 	 CF $AN 0ONTES 2EWINDING 3ONY #AN THE 3UPREME #OURT AND "IG
-EDIA 'ROK 00  ).4%,, 02/0 , "5,,  	 DISCUSSING THE CIRCUIT SPLIT OVER WHETHER USE OF PEERTO
PEER SHARING NETWORKS BY ALLOWING TRACEABLE COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AFFIRMATIVE EVIDENCE
OF COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT	
 3EE .!4)/.!, ).&/2-!4)/. 34!.$!2$3 /2'!.):!4)/. 5.$%234!.$).' -%4!$!4!  	 !S
MUSIC MOVES FROM A PHYSICAL SALES MODEL TO ONLINE PLATFORMS IT IS INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT THAT WE HAVE SYSTEMS
FOR EFFICIENTLY AND ACCURATELY COMPENSATING ARTISTS 4HIS MEANS METADATA  THE hTAGSv ASSOCIATED WITH AN AUDIO
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3UCH EFFICIENCIES ARE NOT YET IN PLACE THOUGH THERE HAS BEEN SOME ENCOURAGING
PROGRESS ON THE LATTER FROM DIFFERENT CORNERS OF THE INDUSTRY AND IN SEVERAL
TERRITORIES
4HERE ARE ALSO HINTS THAT THOSE IN THE MAINSTREAM MUSIC INDUSTRY ARE PREPARED TO
AT LEAST ENTERTAIN SUCH CONCEPTS !T THE  &UTURE OF -USIC 0OLICY 3UMMIT
3TEVE -ARKS %XECUTIVE 6ICE 0RESIDENT AND 'ENERAL #OUNSEL FOR 4HE 2ECORDING
)NDUSTRY !SSOCIATION OF !MERICA 2)!!	 SPOKE FAVORABLY ABOUT BUNDLED SERVICE
ARRANGEMENTS IN WHICH )NTERNET 3ERVICE 0ROVIDERS WOULD OFFER USERS BULK ACCESS TO A
MUSIC CATALOG FOR A FLAT MONTHLY FEE h(AVE YOU EVER TRIED GETTING YOUR VOICEMAIL
UNBUNDLED FROM YOUR PHONEv -ARKS ASKED h4HESE PEOPLE KNOW HOW TO BUNDLE
)30S COULD BUNDLE MUSIC SERVICES AND THAT COULD GO A LONG WAY 4HATS THE KIND OF
THING THAT NEEDS TO HAPPEN   YOU GOTTA FIND SOMETHING THAT SCALES AND )30S HAVE
SCALEv 3UCH COMMENTS ARE IN STARK CONTRAST TO THE INDUSTRYS REACTION WHEN SUCH
EXPERTS AS 3ANDY 0EARLMAN *IM 'RIFFIN AND 0ETER *ENNER PROPOSED SIMILAR IDEAS AT
THE TURN OF THE MILLENNIUM
FILE THAT ENABLE PROPER TRACKING OF HOW THAT MUSIC IS USED AND THAT POINT BACK TO WHO SHOULD GET PAID )D AT n
4ECHNOLOGY OFFERS OPPORTUNITIES FOR MORE ACCURATE TRACKING REPORTING AND ROYALTY DISTRIBUTION BUT A LACK OF
STANDARDIZATION AND ACCURACY  PARTICULARLY IN CLASSICAL AND JAZZ MUSIC  REMAINS A SIGNIFICANT BARRIER TO A
FUNCTIONAL AND COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM !CCORD 4IM #RAWFORD -ATTHIAS -AUCH  #HRISTOPE 2HODES 2ECOGNIZING
#LASSICAL 7ORKS IN (ISTORICAL 2ECORDINGS  ).4g, 3/#g9 -53)# ).&/ 2%42)%6!, #/.&  n 	
DISCUSSING DIFFICULTIES OF CREATING METADATA STANDARDS FOR HISTORIC RECORDINGS AND CLASSICAL MUSIC	
)T IS SAFE TO SAY THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN )30
LEVEL MUSIC DISTRIBUTION PLATFORM WOULD BENEFIT FROM A FUNDAMENTAL RE
CONCEPTUALIZATION OF THE LICENSING PROTOCOLS FOR BOTH THE SOUND AND COMPOSITION
 3EE EG #!3  !RCHITECTURE *!3)' WWWJASIGORGCASCASARCHITECTURE LAST VISITED 3EPT  	
EXPLAINING THE STRUCTURE OF A TYPICAL CENTRALIZED AUTHENTICATION DATABASE	
 3EE 'LEN 0EOPLES 'RIFFIN -OVING &ORWARD WITH 7)0/ ON 'LOBAL 2IGHTS 2EGISTRY "),,"/!2$ *UNE 
	 HTTPWWWBILLBOARDBIZBBBIZINDUSTRYPUBLISHINGGRIFFINMOVINGFORWARDWITHWIPOONGLOBAL
 STORY REPORTING A MUSIC EXECUTIVES PLANS TO DEVELOP A GLOBAL RIGHTS REGISTRY	 SEE GENERALLY ).4, -53)#
2%')3429 HTTPWWWINTERNATIONALMUSICREGISTRYORG LAST VISITED 3EPT  	 DESCRIBING THE 7ORLD
)NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY /RGANIZATIONS EFFORTS TO CREATE A CENTRALIZED AUTHENTICATION DATABASE	
 3EE EG !DRIAN #ROOKES 3O ,ITTLE 4IME 3O -ANY $ATABASES7/2,$ #/092)'(4 35--)4 HTTPWWW
COPYRIGHTSUMMITCOMSOLITTLETIME%!SOMANYDATABASES LAST VISITED 3EPT  	
REPORTING THE INDUSTRYS RESPONSE TO SEVERAL ATTEMPTS AT CREATING CENTRALIZED AUTHENTICATION DATABASES	
 &UTURE OF -USIC #OALITION 0ARTLY 3UNNY WITH A #HANCE OF &OG 0ART 	  3UMMIT 6)-%/ .OV 
	 HTTPVIMEOCOM
 )D
 )D
 3EE 'UY $IXON 7OULD 9OU 0AY  #ENTS FOR A 3ONG ',/"%  -!), -AR   AT 2 3AM 'USTIN
7ARNER'RIFFIN h-USIC 4AXv .EEDS 0UBLIC $EBATE 0/24&/,)/ $EC    !-	 HTTPWWWPORTFOLIO
COMVIEWSBLOGSTHETECHOBSERVERWARNERGRIFFINMUSICTAXNEEDSPUBLICDEBATE .IGEL -ORRIS
-USIC )NDUSTRY TO 4AX $OWNLOADERS 4(% ).$%0%.$%.4 *ULY  	 HTTPWWWINDEPENDENTCOUKARTS
ENTERTAINMENTMUSICNEWSMUSICINDUSTRYTOTAXDOWNLOADERSHTML -ANY OF THE IDEAS PREVIOUSLY
DESCRIBED WERE PRESENTED AT THE &UTURE OF -USIC 0OLICY 3UMMIT THAT TOOK PLACE SHORTLY AFTER THE TURN OF THE
MILLENNIUM !T THE TIME MANY INDUSTRY STAKEHOLDERS WERE OPENLY HOSTILE TO SUCH CONCEPTS 3EE EG 'REG
3ANDOVAL *IM 'RIFFIN 3AYS )30 -USIC 4AX /NLY /NE 0OSSIBILITY #.%4 -AR    !-	
HTTPNEWSCNETCOM?HTML REPORTING BACKLASH AGAINST 'RIFFIN AND HIS EMPLOYER
7ARNER -USIC FOR SUGGESTING A hDOWNLOAD TAXv IN RESPONSE TO RAMPANT COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT	
":II:G-DJH:IG6EH
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COPYRIGHTS )N FACT IT IS DIFFICULT TO IMAGINE HOW SUCH A SCHEME WOULD WORK
WITHOUT SOME KIND OF BLANKET LICENSE COMPULSORY OR VOLUNTARY
)N *UNE  THE PRESIDENT OF THE .ATIONAL -USIC 0UBLISHERS !SSOCIATION
.-0!	 $AVID )SRAELITE SPOKE TO "ILLBOARD ABOUT THE RELATIVE DYSFUNCTION OF THE
CURRENT LICENSING ENVIRONMENT h)F YOU LOOK AT THE CHALLENGES OF THE INDUSTRY THE
WAY WE LICENSE DOESNT WORK IT IS BROKENv HE SAID )SRAELITE WENT ON TO DESCRIBE
HOW HE AND OTHER INDUSTRY REPRESENTATIVES INCLUDING MAJOR LABELS	 ARE WORKING ON
DRAFT LEGISLATION THAT WOULD ESTABLISH A BLANKET LICENSE FOR BOTH THE MECHANICAL
ROYALTY AND THE SYNCHRONIZATION RIGHTS )F ENACTED SUCH A POLICY WOULD MOST
CERTAINLY BE A GAMECHANGER AS IT WOULD SUPPLANT LEGAL AND MARKETPLACE STANDARDS
THAT HAVE BEEN IN PLACE FOR DECADES )F PROPERLY IMPLEMENTED IT COULD HELP
PUBLISHERS AND SONGWRITERS GET PAID FOR USES THAT HAVE THUS FAR BEEN RESISTANT TO EASY
LICENSING SOLUTIONS 9ET THERE ARE QUESTIONS ABOUT WHAT ENTITY WOULD ADMINISTER
SUCH A LICENSE AND HOW PAYMENTS TO SONGWRITERS WOULD BE FACILITATED !LTHOUGH IT
COULD BE AN OPPORTUNITY TO ADVOCATE FOR DIRECT ARTIST PAYMENTS NOT SUBJECT TO
PUBLISHERSONGWRITER CONTRACTS SUCH A MOVE COULD ALSO BE AN ATTEMPT TO
ELIMINATE LONGOBSERVED AND NONSTATUTORY	 STANDARDS SUCH AS THE  SPLIT
BETWEEN SONGWRITER AND PUBLISHER -OREOVER SOME SUGGEST THAT A BLANKET LICENSE
COULD BE IMPLEMENTED WITHOUT LEGISLATION
 3EE #OREY &IELD .EW 5SES AND .EW 0ERCENTAGES -USIC #ONTRACTS 2OYALTIES AND $ISTRIBUTION -ODELS IN
THE $IGITAL -ILLENNIUM  %.4  30/243 ,  	 DISCUSSING DIFFICULTIES PRESENTED BY USING TRADITIONAL
MUSIC LICENSING SCHEMES IN A DIGITAL FORUM	
"ASICALLY THE EXISTING 02/S
!3#!0 3%3!# AND "-)	 COULD DECIDE TO PROVIDE BLANKET LICENSES ON THEIR OWN
 3EE EG &RED VON ,OHMANN -ONETIZING &ILE3HARING #OLLECTIVE ,ICENSING 'OOD )30 4AX "AD
%,%#42/.)# &2/.4)%2 &/5.$ -AR  	 HTTPWWWEFFORGDEEPLINKSMONETIZINGFILESHARING
COLLECTIVELICENSINGGOODISPTAXBAD DISCUSSING THE BENEFITS OF A VOLUNTARY COLLECTIVE LICENSING SYSTEM	
 $AVID )SRAELITE 7HY -USIC 0UBLISHERS -UST !DOPT "LANKET ,ICENSING "),,"/!2$ *UNE  	
HTTPWWWBILLBOARDBIZBBBIZINDUSTRYPUBLISHINGDAVIDISRAELITENMPAPRESIDENTSGUESTPOST
STORY
 )D
 )D
 )D SEE ALSO  53# e  	 ESTABLISHING A MECHANICAL COPYRIGHT LICENSE AS DISTINCT FROM
SYNCHRONIZATION RIGHTS	
 !CCORD *OEL 7ALDFOGEL -USIC 0IRACY AND )TS %FFECTS ON $EMAND 3UPPLY AND 7ELFARE .!4, "52%!5
%#/. 2%3 !PR  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPPAPERSSSRNCOMSOLPAPERSCFMABSTRACT?ID FINDING
A CORRELATION BETWEEN THE EASE OF ILLEGAL DOWNLOADING AND LOSS OF hSTATICv MUSIC INDUSTRY REVENUE	
 3EE EG !DAM 4HIERER ,ESSIGS #ALL FOR A h3IMPLE "LANKET ,ICENSEv IN 2EMIX 4%#( ,)"%2!4)/. &2/.4
$EC  	 HTTPTECHLIBERATIONCOMLESSIGSCALLFORASIMPLEBLANKETLICENSEINREMIX
ARGUING THAT A hBLANKET LICENSEv PROPOSAL AS ADVANCED LEAVES UNCERTAINTIES IN THE AREAS OF APPROPRIATE
ADMINISTRATION OF ROYALTIES	
 3EE "ROAD -USIC )NC V $-8 )NC  & 3UPP D  3$.9 	 FINDING THAT ARTISTS MAY USE
DIRECT PAYMENT MODELS AFTER IMPLEMENTATION OF BLANKET LICENSING	
 )NCOME FROM MUSICAL COMPOSITIONS IS GENERALLY SPLIT ON A  BASIS BETWEEN THE MUSIC PUBLISHER AND
WRITER 4HE PUBLISHERgS HALF OF THIS INCOME IS CALLED THE PUBLISHERgS SHARE AND THE WRITERgS HALF IS THE WRITERgS
SHARE *ILL ! -ICHAEL -USIC #OPUBLISHING AND THE -YSTERIOUS h7RITERS 3HAREv  %.4  30/243 ,  
	
 /NE WAY TO FACILITATE SUCH A LICENSE WOULD BE THROUGH THE 02/ AGREEMENTS WHICH WOULD NOT REQUIRE
STATUTORY EXPRESSION 3EE ,OHMANN SUPRA NOTE  AT  OUTLINING A NONGOVERNMENTAL REGULATION MODEL OF
BLANKET LICENSING BY 02/S	
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THROUGH CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENTS WITH INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS !S IS THE CASE WITH
MANY MUSIC INDUSTRY PROPOSALS THE DEVIL IS IN THE DETAILS 3TILL IT IS NOTEWORTHY
THAT MANY OF THE CONCEPTS ONCE REGARDED WITH SKEPTICISM OR OUTRIGHT DERISION BY
LARGE STAKEHOLDERS ARE NOW BEING ENTERTAINED AS POTENTIALLY VIABLE BUSINESS
MODELS
 )NCREMENTAL #HANGES IN )NDUSTRY 0RACTICE
3OME CHANGES THAT MAY PROVE TO BE INFLUENTIAL ARE OCCURRING OUTSIDE OF #ONGRESS OR
THE COURTS 4AKE FOR EXAMPLE %-) 0UBLISHINGS -AY  DECISION TO PULL A
SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF ITS DIGITAL MUSIC CATALOG FROM !3#!0 /VER THE PAST
DECADE %-)S LICENSES FOR CERTAIN DIGITAL USES HAVE BEEN HANDLED BY !3#!0 WHO IN
TURN PAID SONGWRITERS AND PERFORMERS THEIR HALF OF APPLICABLE ROYALTIES WHICH IS
TYPICALLY FIFTY PERCENT THE OTHER HALF GOES TO THE PUBLISHER	 %-)S MOVE
ACCORDING TO #%/ 2OGER &AXON WILL hREDUCE THE BURDEN OF LICENSING    CREATE
GREATER EFFICIENCY AND IMPORTANTLY    REDUCE THE BARRIERS TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF
INNOVATIVE NEW SERVICESv "Y MOVING ITS PUBLISHING ROYALTIES INHOUSE %-) HOPES
TO STREAMLINE ASPECTS OF THEIR LICENSING PROCESS 0ERHAPS MORE IMPORTANTLY THEY
WILL ALSO BYPASS THE FEES !3#!0 COLLECTED FOR DOING SIMILAR WORK 4HERE ARE ALSO
LEGITIMATE QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW %-) WOULD GO ABOUT PAYING ARTISTS
 3EE "ROAD -USIC )NC V #OLUMBIA "ROAD 3YS )NC  53  n 	 HOLDING THAT BLANKET
LICENSES WERE NOT A PER SE VIOLATION OF THE 3HERMAN !CT	 SEE ALSO $EREK 3LATER ET AL #ONTENT AND #ONTROL
!SSESSING THE )MPACT OF 0OLICY #HOICES ON 0OTENTIAL /NLINE "USINESS -ODELS IN &ILM AND -USIC "%2+-!. #%.4%2
).4%2.%4  3/#9  	 HTTPCYBERLAWHARVARDEDUMEDIAFILESCONTENT?CONTROLPDF EXPLAINING 02/S
RELATIONSHIP TO THE PROPOSED COLLECTIVE BLANKET LICENSING SCHEME	
!3#!0S
INTERESTS AS A NONPROFIT WILL LIKELY DIFFER FROM THAT OF A CORPORATION WHOSE PRIMARY
 3EE EG -IKE -ASNICK 7ARNER -USIC 0ITCHES -USIC 4AX 4O 5NIVERSITIES 9OU 0AY 7E 3TOP 3UING
4%#($)24 $EC    0-	 HTTPWWWTECHDIRTCOMARTICLESSHTML OUTLINING
PROBLEMS WITH 7ARNER -USICS PROPOSED hDOWNLOAD TAXv	 4HIERER SUPRA NOTE  ARGUING THAT A hBLANKET
LICENSEv PROPOSAL AS ADVANCED LEAVES UNCERTAINTIES IN THE AREAS OF APPROPRIATE ADMINISTRATION OF ROYALTIES	
 3EE #/--%.43 /& "2/!$ -53)# ).#  4(% !- 3/#9 /& #/-0/3%23 !54(/23  05",)3(%23 n
	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWCOPYRIGHTGOVDOCSSECTIONCOMMENTSINITIALBMIASCAPPDF
EXPOUNDING ON THE MERITS OF BLANKET LICENSING AS A POSSIBLE INDUSTRY MODEL	
 3EE *IM 2OUTH7HY "LANKET ,ICENSING ,EGISLATION )S .OT THE !NSWER TO 0UBLISHING 1UANDARY "),,"/!2$
*UNE  	 HTTPWWWBILLBOARDBIZBBBIZINDUSTRYPUBLISHINGJIMROUTHFROMSMULEGUESTPOSTWHY
BLANKETSTORY ARGUING THAT GOVERNMENT LEGISLATION IS UNNECESSARY FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
BLANKET LICENSING	
 ,AURA 3YDELL %-) 0UBLISHING $UMPS !3#!0 .02 *UNE    0-	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWNPRORGBLOGSTHERECORDEMIPUBLISHINGDUMPSASCAP
 )D
 %D #HRISTMAN %-) -USIC 0UBLISHING 4AKING /VER ,ICENSING $IGITAL 2IGHTS &ROM !3#!0 "),,"/!2$
-AY  	 HTTPWWWBILLBOARDBIZBBBIZINDUSTRYPUBLISHINGEMIMUSICPUBLISHINGTAKINGOVER
LICENSINGSTORY
 )D
 3EE -ICHELLE % !RNOLD #OMMENT ! -ATTER OF !NTI	 4RUST 4HE (ARRY &OX !GENCY THE 0ERFORMANCE
2IGHTS 3OCIETIES AND !NTITRUST ,ITIGATION  4%-0 , 2%6   	 EXPLAINING !3#!0 AND OTHER
02/S LICENSING FEE MODELS	
 3COTT /RANBURG %-)gS )N(OUSE ,ICENSING -OVE 7HAT $OES IT -EAN FOR !RTISTS &5452% /& -53)#
#/!, -AY    0-	 HTTPFUTUREOFMUSICORGBLOGEMISHOUSELICENSINGMOVEWHAT
DOESITMEANARTISTS
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GOAL IS TO INCREASE ITS OWN PROFITS 7OULD THE SONGWRITERS HALF OF THE ROYALTY BE IN
JEOPARDY -IGHT THEIR SHARE OF THE REVENUE BE HELD AGAINST THEIR hRECOUPABLESv  OR
DEBT  TO %-) !ND FINALLY WHO WOULD OVERSEE %-)S ARTIST COMPENSATION POLICY
(ISTORICALLY INDIVIDUAL ARTISTS HAVE LACKED THE RESOURCES TO ENSURE THAT THE INDUSTRY
ACTS IN COMPLIANCE WITH AGREEMENTS AND THEY OFTEN RELIED ON THIRD PARTIES
LIKE !3#!0 TO PROTECT THEIR RIGHTS
4HERE IS ALSO THE GROWING SECTOR OF UNAFFILIATED MUSICIANS TO CONSIDER 3OME
MUSICIANS EXIST COMFORTABLY IN THE DIGITAL MARKETPLACE WITHOUT A LABEL OR
PUBLISHER
!RE SONGWRITERS AND COMPOSERS SIMPLY
EXPECTED TO TRUST %-) THAT THEY WILL BE PAID IN A TIMELY AND EQUITABLE FASHION
 /F THESE ARTISTS MANY USE SERVICES SUCH AS #$ "ABY 2EVERB.ATION
AND 4UNE#ORE TO POPULATE THEIR MUSIC TO DIGITAL RETAILERS FOR A NOMINAL FEE 4HESE
SERVICES IN TURN PAY THE ARTISTS MONEY FOR THEIR SALES EITHER IN THE FULL AMOUNT OR IN
A PREARRANGED PERCENTAGE !T LEAST ONE SUCH SERVICE IS CURRENTLY SETTING UP ITS OWN
PUBLISHING DIVISION SO THAT ITS ARTIST CLIENTS WHO ARENT ALREADY MEMBERS OF A 02/
CAN RECEIVE PUBLIC PERFORMANCE MONIES FOR CERTAIN USES ON CONSUMERFACING
PLATFORMS
 2EGISTRIES AND -ETADATA
!PART FROM CHANGES IN HOW LICENSES ARE FACILITATED THERE IS MOVEMENT TOWARD A
STRUCTURE  OR STRUCTURES  THAT WOULD HOPEFULLY MAKE IT EASIER TO KNOW WHO
CONTROLS WHICH LICENSE THEREBY MAKING THE LICENSING SYSTEM MORE EFFICIENT CREATING
MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR CREATORS AND RIGHTSHOLDERS TO BE COMPENSATED
 )D
-ANY OF
THESE DISCUSSIONS ARE HAPPENING WITHIN A GLOBAL CONTEXT WHICH IS IMPORTANT SINCE
 3EE -ICHAEL ! %INHORN )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY AND !NTITRUST -USIC 0ERFORMANCE 2IGHTS IN "ROADCASTING
 #/,5-6,! *,  !243   	 DETAILING HOW 02/S WERE CREATED hTO PROTECT THE PERFORMANCE
RIGHTS OF WRITERS AND PUBLISHERS IN NONDRAMATIC SETTINGSv	
 4HE LOWER BARRIER TO ENTRY FOR MUSICIANS COUPLED WITH ADVANCES IN DISTRIBUTION TECHNOLOGY ENABLES
MANY ARTISTS TO MAKE THEIR MUSIC AVAILABLE TO AUDIENCES WHILE REMAINING WHOLLY INDEPENDENT 3EE +EMBREW
-C,EOD -0S !RE +ILLING (OME 4APING 4HE 2ISE OF )NTERNET $ISTRIBUTION AND )TS #HALLENGE TO THE -AJOR ,ABEL
-USIC -ONOPOLY  0/05,!2-53)#  3/#   	 EXPLAINING BENEFITS OF DIGITAL MUSIC DISTRIBUTION BY
INDEPENDENT ARTISTS AND SMALL RECORD LABELS	
 4HE $IGITAL -USIC !GGREGATOR ,IST ).$53 ).3)$%2 -53)# 35--)4 !PR    0-	
HTTPINDUSTRYINSIDERMUSICSUMMITCOMDIGITALMUSICAGGREGATORLISTHTML SEE ALSO &!1 3O 7HAT IS A
#$ "ABY !NYWAY #$ "!"9 HTTPSMEMBERSCDBABYCOMWHATWEDOFAQASPX LAST VISITED 3EPT  	
EXPLAINING THE USES OF THE MUSIC DISTRIBUTION SERVICE FOR INDEPENDENT MUSICIANS	
 3EE EG &!1 #$ "!"9 HTTPMEMBERSCDBABYCOMWHATWEDOFAQASPXFAQ LAST VISITED /CT 
	 SPECIFYING THAT #$ "ABY PAYS MUSICIANS  CENTS PER SONG DOWNLOADED  PER FULLALBUM
DOWNLOADED AND FRACTIONS OR WHOLE CENTS PER STREAMED SONG	
 4UNECORE HAS ANNOUNCED ITS INTENTION OF ESTABLISHING AN OPTIN PUBLISHING SERVICE FOR
SONGWRITERPERFORMERS WHO USE THE PLATFORM TO POPULATE THEIR MUSIC TO ONLINE RETAILERS *EFF 0RICE 4HE (IDDEN
-ONEY IN 2ADIO 45.%#/2% ",/' 3EPT  	 HTTPBLOGTUNECORECOMTHEHIDDENMONEYIN
RADIOEXCEPTRADIOISDYINGHTML
 3EE +ATE (OLTON -USIC )NDUSTRY 7ORKING ON 'LOBAL #OPYRIGHT $ATABASE 2%54%23 *AN  
AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWREUTERSCOMARTICLEUSGLOBALRIGHTSID5342%+ DISCUSSING
THE PLANNED CREATION OF A GLOBAL REPERTOIRE DATABASE THAT WOULD TRACK PUBLISHING RIGHTS WORLDWIDE	
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THE )NTERNET KNOWS FEW GEOGRAPHIC BOUNDARIES 4HE COMPLEXITIES OF MULTI
JURISDICTIONAL LICENSING WOULD BE EASED WITH CENTRALIZED DATABASES THAT ALLOW
LICENSEES TO QUICKLY IDENTIFY WHO NEEDS TO BE PAID FOR WHICH USE
4HE %UROPEAN 5NION IS TAKING AN ACTIVE ROLE IN THESE EFFORTS 4HE 'LOBAL
2EPERTOIRE $ATABASE 7ORKING 'ROUP '2$ 7'	 GREW OUT OF THE /NLINE
#OMMERCE 2OUNDTABLE WHICH WAS INSTITUTED BY THEN%UROPEAN #OMPETITION
#OMMISSIONER .EELIE +ROES -EMBERS OF THE WORKING GROUP INCLUDE !MAZON
%-) -USIC 0UBLISHING I4UNES .OKIA 023 FOR -USIC 3!#%- 34)- AND
5NIVERSAL -USIC 0UBLISHING 4HE '2$ 7' IS CURRENTLY WORKING TO IDENTIFY A
COMMON FRAMEWORK FOR RIGHTS OWNERSHIP INFORMATION FOR MUSICAL WORKS IN THE
DIGITAL SPACE
$IGITAL MUSIC AUTHORITY *IM 'RIFFIN IS CURRENTLY WORKING WITH THE 7ORLD
)NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY /RGANIZATION 7)0/	 ON A RELATED CONCEPT CALLED THE
)NTERNATIONAL -USIC 2EGISTRY )-2	 4HIS PROJECT ALSO AIMS TO ARRIVE AT DATABASE
SOLUTIONS TO HOUSING INFORMATION REGARDING WHO OWNS A MUSICAL WORK
;A= PROPER REGISTRY IS A PREDICATE FOR LICENSING PROGRESS WHETHER THAT INVOLVES
PERMISSION A VOLUNTARY BLANKET OR A COMPULSORY !FTER ALL YOU NEED TO
KNOW WHO TO ASK OR WHO TO PAY %VEN IF THE LICENSE IS COMPULSORY A LA
3OUND%XCHANGE	 WE NEED TO KNOW WHO AND HOW TO PAY
!S 'RIFFIN
TOLD $IGITAL -USIC .EWS IN *UNE 

!NOTHER AREA IN WHICH TODAYS MUSIC COMMUNITY COULD BENEFIT FROM INCREASED
ACCURACY AND EFFICIENCY IS THE METADATA FOR DIGITALLY PUBLISHED WORKS
 3EE *OHN -ALONEY ! #OLLECTIVE 2IGHTS 3OCIETY FOR THE $IGITAL !GE  * 42!.3.!4, ,  0/,9  
	 h"ECAUSE GEOGRAPHY IS NO LONGER A BARRIER TO EXPRESSION DECISIONS REGARDING THE STRUCTURE OF DIGITAL
ENTERTAINMENT LAW MUST BE MADE WITH INTERNATIONAL IMPLICATIONS IN MINDv	
#URRENTLY
 3EE %D #HRISTMAN ,ICENSED TO )LL ,ACK OF A #ENTRALIZED 3ONG $ATABASE 3TYMIES $IGITAL ,ICENSING
"),,"/!2$ -AR   AT  DISCUSSING THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CENTRALIZED DATABASE THAT WOULD ELIMINATE
UNCERTAINTY CAUSED BY SONG TITLES AND COMPLEX SONGWRITING CREDITS	 )T IS IMPORTANT TO CLARIFY THAT AUTHENTICATION
DATABASES CAN BE IMPLEMENTED APART FROM ANY NOVEL COLLECTIVE LICENSE ARRANGEMENT BUT SUCH SCHEMES WOULD
ALMOST CERTAINLY BENEFIT FROM A COMMON FRAMEWORK FOR DIGITAL LICENSING 3EE -ALONEY SUPRA NOTE  AT 
DISCUSSING HOW A GLOBAL LICENSING STRUCTURE WILL STREAMLINE THE PAYMENT PROCESS FOR DIGITAL ROYALTIES	
 /NLINE #OMMERCE 2OUNDTABLE 2EP ON /PPORTUNITIES AND "ARRIERS TO /NLINE 2ETAILING AT  -AY 
	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPECEUROPAEUCOMPETITIONCONSULTATIONS?ONLINE?COMMERCEROUNDTABLE?REPORT?
ENPDF
 )D *OINT 3TATEMENT 'LOBAL 2EPERTOIRE $ATABASE 7ORKING 'ROUP 7ORKING 'ROUP ON A #OMMON
&RAMEWORK FOR 2IGHTS /WNERSHIP )NFORMATION /CT  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPECEUROPAEUCOMPETITION
SECTORSMEDIAJOINT?STATEMENT?PDF
 7ORK "EGINS ON 'LOBAL -USIC 2EPERTOIRE $ATABASE 2!$)/  -53)# $EC  	 HTTPWWWRADIO
ANDMUSICCOMCONTENTEDITORIALNEWSWORKBEGINSGLOBALMUSICREPERTOIREDATABASE
 *OINT 3TATEMENT SUPRA NOTE 
 7HO 3HOULD 4AKE ,EAD IN "UILDING 'LOBAL $ATABASES OF -USICAL 7ORKS 3OUND 2ECORDINGS
7!3().'4/. ).4%2.%4 $!),9 *UNE  
 )D
 0AUL 2ESNIKOFF %XCLUSIVE *IM 'RIFFIN 7)0/ 3PEARHEADING AN h)NTERNATIONAL -USIC 2EGISTRYv $)')4!,
-53)# .%73 *UNE  	 HTTPWWWDIGITALMUSICNEWSCOMSTORIESGRIFFIN QUOTING *IM 'RIFFIN	
 #HRISTMAN SUPRA NOTE 
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THERE ARE NO HARDANDFAST INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS FOR DIGITAL AUDIO FILES
ALTHOUGH THERE ARE SOME IN THE MUSIC SPACE THAT MAKE THE MOST OUT OF OPEN SOURCE
DATA FOR THE PURPOSE OF IMPROVING THE DIGITAL MUSIC EXPERIENCE FOR ARTISTS AND
FANS 3TILL THERE ARE HUGE GAPS IN HOW INFORMATION IS CATALOGED IN DIGITAL MUSIC
!RTISTS AND PERFORMERS OUTSIDE OF THE POP GENRES SUFFER MOST FROM THE LACK OF
APPROPRIATE DATA SETS -ANY OF THE DIGITAL MUSIC SERVICES WERE BUILT FOR THE POP
MARKETPLACE WHICH OFTEN LEAVES COMPOSERS AND PERFORMERS UNABLE TO BE PROPERLY
IDENTIFIED &OR EXAMPLE SHOULD "EETHOVEN OR THE ,ONDON 3YMPHONY /RCHESTRA
,3/	 BE LISTED AS THE PERFORMING ARTIST FOR THE ,3/S RECORDING OF "EETHOVENS
.INTH 3YMPHONY 4HIS MAY SEEM LIKE A SUPERFICIAL DIFFERENCE BUT SUCH METADATA IS
CRUCIAL TO THE ACCURATE REPORTING OF WHAT MUSIC IS SOLD AND PLAYED ON DIGITAL
PLATFORMS WHICH IN TURN DETERMINES ROYALTY PAYMENTS
IV. BROADER POLICY AND TECHNOLOGY CONCERNS 
! /PEN )NTERNET 0LATFORMS AND 4ELECOMMUNICATIONS 0OLICY
 0RESERVING AN /PEN )NTERNET
4HE )NTERNET HAS ALLOWED MUSICIANS AND OTHER CREATORS TO REACH AUDIENCES ON THEIR
OWN TERMS AND PARTICIPATE IN POTENTIALLY REWARDING NEW REVENUE STREAMS AND ITS
OPEN PLATFORM FOR INNOVATION HAS BEEN THE DRIVING FORCE BEHIND ALL OF THE LEGAL
LICENSED SERVICES NOW ENJOYED BY CONSUMERS 4HE CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT OF THE
LEGITIMATE DIGITAL MARKETPLACE IS IN LARGE PART DEPENDENT ON THE CONTINUED OPENNESS
OF THE )NTERNET -USICIANS IN PARTICULAR DEPEND ON THE WEB TO ENGAGE IN A VARIETY
OF WAYS INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO	 DIRECT INTERACTION WITH AUDIENCES BOOKING
TOURS SELLING MERCHANDISE AND COLLABORATION WITH OTHER ARTISTS ACROSS THE GLOBE
 3EE !ARON 3WARTZ -USIC"RAINZ ! 3EMANTIC 7EB 3ERVICE )%%% ).4%,,)'%.4 3934%-3 NO   	
-USIC"RAINZ IS A USERGENERATED SERVICE THAT AGGREGATES DIFFERENT METADATA PROGRAMS AS A MEANS TO BETTER
CATEGORIZE AND PROPERLY LABEL AUDIO FILES	
)T SEEMS CLEAR THAT THE CONTINUED INNOVATION FOSTERED BY OPEN )NTERNET STRUCTURES
WILL BENEFIT AND EXPAND THE LEGITIMATE DIGITAL MARKETPLACE AS MORE CONSUMERS
 )D
 3TEVE 3MITH #LASSICAL 3TREAMINGS &ITFUL "ABY 3TEPS .9 4)-%3 !UG   AT !2
 )D
 3EE !LEX 0HAM 4AKE 9OUR 2OYALTY #HECKS 0LEASE ,! 4)-%3 -AR   AT " REPORTING THAT
3OUND%XCHANGE HAS  MILLION DOLLARS IN UNDISTRIBUTED ROYALTY PAYMENTS RESULTING FROM hBAD DATAv	
 3EE EG +EMBREW -C,EOD-0S !RE +ILLING THE (OME 4APING 4HE 2ISE OF )NTERNET $ISTRIBUTION AND )TS
#HALLENGES TO THE -AJOR ,ABEL -USIC -ONOPOLY  0/05,!2-53)#  3/#9   	 DISCUSSING HOW THE
OPEN NATURE OF THE )NTERNET HAS ALLOWED ARTISTS TO REACH LISTENERS INDEPENDENTLY OF RECORD LABELS	
 3EE ID AT  DISCUSSING HOW INDEPENDENT LABELS AND LESSERKNOWN MUSICIANS USE RELATIVELY
INEXPENSIVE ONLINE TECHNOLOGIES TO DISSEMINATE THEIR MUSIC AND CIRCUMVENT THE MAJOR LABEL SYSTEM	
 3EE "EN 3ISARIO /NLINE 4OOLS (ELP "ANDS $O "USINESS .9 4)-%3 /CT   AT " REPORTING ON
NEW ONLINE SERVICES THAT ENABLE BANDS TO RECORD AT HOME SELL MUSIC DIRECTLY TO FANS RUN FAN CLUBS SELL CONCERT
TICKETS AND TRACK ROYALTY PAYMENTS OUTSIDE OF THE MAJOR LABEL SYSTEM	
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DISCOVER ROBUST LEGAL AND LICENSED SERVICES THAT PROVIDE LAWFUL ACCESS TO A BROAD
ARRAY OF HIGHQUALITY CONTENT ON DIFFERENT DEVICES
&OR THE CREATIVE COMMUNITY THE CRUX OF THE SOCALLED hNET NEUTRALITYv DEBATE IS
THIS TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANIES WOULD LIKE TO CHARGE CONTENT PROVIDERS HIGHER
FEES FOR THE FASTER DELIVERY OF THEIR SITES AND SERVICES WHICH WOULD FUNDAMENTALLY
ALTER THE VERY PRINCIPLES THE )NTERNET WAS BUILT ON 7ITHOUT BASIC PROTECTIONS THE
WEB COULD BECOME A PLACE WHERE THOSE CONTENT PROVIDERS THAT COULD NOT AFFORD TO 
OR DID NOT WANT TO  PAY A TOLL WOULD BE RELEGATED TO THE SLOW LANE 4HIS COULD
SEVERELY UNDERMINE THE MARKETPLACE FOR INDEPENDENT MUSIC AND FRUSTRATE THE
DEVELOPMENT OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES USEFUL TO CREATIVE COMMERCE
)N $ECEMBER  THE &EDERAL #OMMUNICATIONS #OMMISSION &##	 ISSUED ITS
/PEN )NTERNET /RDER /RDER	 WHICH WAS A RESULT OF SEVERAL YEARS OF CONTENTIOUS
DEBATE  PUBLIC AND OTHERWISE  WITHIN THE PUBLIC INTEREST TELECOMMUNICATIONS
AND REGULATORY COMMUNITIES 4HE /RDER GOES SOME WAY TOWARD ESTABLISHING CLEAR
hRULES OF THE ROADv FOR THE )NTERNET 4HE RULES AIM TO PRESERVE THE OPEN )NTERNET
ON THE WIRELINE SIDE LAPTOPS DESKTOPS ETC	 YET ARE NOT AS ROBUST AS MANY HAD
HOPED 4HERE ARE QUESTIONS ABOUT WHETHER THE /RDER CREATES LOOPHOLES FOR
)NTERNET 3ERVICE 0ROVIDERS TO SET UP PAID PRIORITIZATION SCHEMES %NFORCEMENT OF
THIS POLICY MAY ALSO PROVE DIFFICULT SINCE COURT CHALLENGES AS WELL AS POSSIBLE
#ONGRESSIONAL INTERVENTION ARE PRACTICALLY GUARANTEED
 3EE EG *ENNA 7ORTHAM-USIC 3ITE ,ETS 5SERS 0LAY $* TO 6IRTUAL 9ET $ISCERNING #ROWDS .9 4)-%3
*ULY   AT " DESCRIBING THE POPULARITY OF 4URNTABLEFM A NEWLY LAUNCHED WEBSITE AND MOBILE
APPLICATION THAT ALLOWS USERS TO PICK SONGS TO PLAY TO VIRTUAL ROOMS OF LISTENERS WHO IN TURN RATE AND COMMENT
ON THE SELECTIONS	
 3EE &%$ #/--#. #/--. )N THE -ATTER OF 0RESERVING THE /PEN )NTERNET "ROADBAND )NDUS 0RACTICES
 &##2   	 DISCUSSING HOW THE )NTERNET WAS BUILT AS AN hOPEN PLATFORMv AND HOW
BROADBAND PROVIDERS CAN LIMIT USER ACCESS	
 3EE ID AT  DISCUSSING HOW BROADBAND COMPANIES WOULD GIVE CONTENT PROVIDERS hA CHOICE
BETWEEN ACCEPTING LOWQUALITY TRANSMISSION OR PAYING FEES FOR PRIORITIZED ACCESS TO END USERSv	
 )D
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 3EE ID AT  ADOPTING hTHREE BASIC RULESv TO PROTECT CONSUMERS AND INNOVATORS WHILE ENSURING
CONTINUED FREEDOM AND OPENNESS OF THE )NTERNET	
 3EE EG +IM (ART 6ERIZON 3UES TO 3CUTTLE .ET .EUTRALITY 2ULES 0/,)4)#/ 3EPT  
HTTPWWWPOLITICOCOMNEWSSTORIESHTML NOTING THAT INTEREST GROUP &REE 0RESS AND TELECOM GIANT
6ERIZON BOTH PETITIONED TO THE 53 #OURT OF !PPEALS FOR THE $ISTRICT OF #OLUMBIA #IRCUIT TO HOLD THAT THE &##S
NEUTRALITY /RDER RULES SHOULD APPLY TO BOTH WIRELINE AND WIRELESS NETWORKS	 SEE ALSO ,ETTER FROM !MERICAN
!SSOCIATION OF )NDEPENDENT -USIC TO 4HE (ONORABLE &RED 5PTON ET AL &EB  	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWPUBLICKNOWLEDGEORGLETTERAMERICANASSOCIATIONINDEPENDENTMUSICOPPO STATING THAT THE &##
ORDER DOES NOT GO hFAR ENOUGH TO PRESERVE THE DYNAMICS THAT MAKE THE )NTERNET SUCH A UNIQUE AND PROMISING
MARKETPLACE FOR CREATIVE COMMERCEv	
 3EE 3EAN -C,AUGHLIN !CCESS (UMBOLDT #HALLENGES &##S /PEN )NTERNET 2ULES !##%33 (5-"/,$4
3EPT   HTTPACCESSHUMBOLDTNETSITEACCESSHUMBOLDTCHALLENGESFCCSOPEN)NTERNETRULES OBSERVING
THAT SOME IN THE INDUSTRY BELIEVE THE RULES ARE RIDDLED WITH LOOPHOLES AS hCABLE AND PHONE )NTERNET 3ERVICE
0ROVIDERS )30S	 CANNOT LET SOME WEBSITES LOAD FASTER THAN OTHERS OR BLOCK ACCESS TO WEBSITES THAT DO NOT PAY THE
)30 A PREMIUM THE SOCALLED @0AYTO0LAY SYSTEMv	
 3EE %LIZA +RIGMAN &## (IT WITH 3ECOND ,EGAL #HALLENGE 0/,)4)#/ *AN  	 HTTPWWW
POLITICOCOMNEWSSTORIESHTML NOTING THAT THERE IS DISAGREEMENT WITHIN #ONGRESS AS TO WHETHER
THE &## OVERSTEPPED ITS LEGAL AUTHORITY IN PROMULGATING THE NEUTRALITY ORDER	 SEE EG 6ERIZON V &ED #OMMCNS
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4HE /RDER CONTAINS FEW PROTECTIONS FOR THE WIRELESS SPACE -OBILE HAS
INCREASINGLY BECOME A PRIMARY PLATFORM FOR MUSIC ACCESS AND IT IS CRUCIAL THAT
THIS DEVELOPING MARKETPLACE CAN BENEFIT FROM THE SAME DYNAMICS THAT HAVE
CONTRIBUTED TO SUCH INNOVATION AND GROWTH ON THE WIRED WEB
 $ATA #APS 3PECTRUM AND #OMPETITION
#URRENTLY THE MUSIC INDUSTRY IS EXPLORING THE POTENTIAL OF hCLOUD MUSICv FROM
MOBILE APPS TO REMOTE STORAGE LOCKERS TO SITES AND SERVICES THAT FACILITATE DISCOVERY
AND COLLABORATION 2ECENT DEVELOPMENTS SOME HIGHLIGHTED EARLIER IN THIS
ARTICLE STRONGLY HINT THAT THAT THE FUTURE FOR DIGITAL MUSIC MAY BE HEADED OFF OF
HARD DRIVES AND INTO THE CLOUD 4HE &## TOO RECOGNIZES THE POTENTIAL OF CLOUD
COMPUTING FOR A HOST OF APPLICATIONS
#OMMN -OT )NT $# #IR 2 #ASE .O  AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWMEDIAACCESSORGWPCONTENT
UPLOADS-OTIONTO)NTERVENE6ERIZON&.,PDF FILING OF A MOTION TO INTERVENE BY
!CCESS (UMBOLDT AND OTHER CONSTITUENCIES IN 6ERIZONS PETITION AGAINST THE &## /RDER	
4HE .ATIONAL "ROADBAND 0LAN ISSUED BY THE
&## IN -ARCH OF  RECOGNIZED THE POTENTIAL AND POWER OF THE CLOUD BY
SPECIFICALLY ACKNOWLEDGING THAT h;S=OFTWARE BASED IN THE CLOUD MAY ALLOW MORE
 3EE "ARBARA VAN 3CHEWICK 3TART5P 6IDEO #OMPANY !SKS &## TO )MPROVE /PEN )NTERNET 0ROPOSAL
34!.&/2$ ,!7 3#(//,3 #%.4%2 &/2 ).4%2.%4  3/#9 $EC  	 HTTPCYBERLAWSTANFORDEDU
NODE OBSERVING THAT A LETTER PROPOSAL WRITTEN BY A STARTUP VIDEO COMPANY TO THE &## WAS CONCERNED
WITH THE MINIMAL PROTECTIONS AFFORDED TO THE WIRELESS SPACE AND URGED THE AGENCY hTO EXTEND THE SAME
PROTECTIONS TO WIRELESS NETWORKS THAT ;THE AGENCY= INTEND TO APPLY TO WIRELINE NETWORKSv	
 3EE -USIC -UST 'O #ROSS0LATFORM 3AY )NDUSTRY #HIEFS 4%,%#/-!3)! .OV  	 HTTPWWWTELE
COMASIANETCONTENTMUSICMUSTGOCROSSPLATFORMSAYINDUSTRYCHIEFS h7ITH LITTLE IN THE WAY OF THE
EQUIVALENT OF AN !SIAN I4UNES THE !SIA0ACIFIC REGION HAS BEEN CONSIDERED A RIPE MARKET FOR MOBILE MUSIC
SERVICES NOT LEAST BECAUSE THE MOBILE IS OFTEN THE PRIMARY )NTERNET ACCESS DEVICEv	
 3EE &%$ #/--#. #/--. )N THE -ATTER OF 0RESERVING THE /PEN )NTERNET "ROADBAND )NDUS 0RACTICES
 &##2   	 OBSERVING THE NEED FOR ADDITIONAL STEPS TO PROTECT THE OPENNESS OF THE )NTERNET
WHEN ACCESSED THROUGH MOBILE BROADBAND AS A RESULT OF THE INCREASING USE OF MOBILE BROADBAND TO ACCESS
)NTERNET PLATFORMS	 SEE ALSO #OMMENTS FROM &REE 0RESS TO THE &## IN THE -ATTER OF 0RESERVING THE /PEN
)NTERNET "ROADBAND )NDUSTRY 0RACTICES AT  *AN  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWFREEPRESSNET
POLICY)NTERNETNET?NEUTRALITY OBSERVING THAT TO PROMOTE GROWTH OF MOBILE BROADBAND USAGE WIRELESS
PLATFORMS hMUST RECEIVE NONDISCRIMINATORY NETWORK MANAGEMENT TO PROTECT CONSUMER CHOICE COMPETITION
AND INNOVATION IN THE MARKETS FOR CONTENT APPLICATIONS SERVICES AND DEVICESv	-USIC -UST 'O #ROSS0LATFORM
3AY )NDUSTRY #HIEFS 4%,%#/-!3)! .OV  	 HTTPWWWTELECOMASIANETCONTENTMUSICMUSTGOCROSS
PLATFORMSAYINDUSTRYCHIEFS STATING THAT THE GROWTH AND INNOVATION OF MOBILE MUSIC PLATFORMS DEPEND ON
PROVIDING USERS WITH UNRESTRICTED PLATFORMS	
 3EE !NDREW %DGECLIFFE*OHNSON  4IM "RADSHAW !PPLE 'OOGLE AND 3POTIFY 2ACE TO -USIC -ARKET &).
4)-%3 &EB   HTTPWWWFTCOMINTLCMSSAABABEFEABDCDWP?UUID
CBADCDABAFECPRINTYESHTML REPORTING THAT !PPLE CLARIFIED ITS PLANS FOR USING
REMOTE STORAGE KNOWN AS THE hCLOUDv AND THAT 'OOGLE HAD PLANS TO hCOMBINE WITH A DIGITAL LOCKER SERVICE THAT
WOULD ALLOW USERS TO KEEP COPIES OF THEIR MEDIA IN THE CLOUDv	 SEE ALSO *ON 0ARELES 4HE #LOUD 4HAT !TE 9OUR
-USIC .9 4)-%3 *UNE   AT !2REPORTING ON THE PUSH TO OFFER MUSIC STORAGE THROUGH NETWORKED
SERVERS	
 3EE SUPRA 0ART ))
 3EE 0ARELES SUPRA NOTE  AT !2 h2ECENT WEEKS HAVE BEEN FILLED WITH ANNOUNCEMENTS ABOUT MUSIC
TAKING RESIDENCE IN THE CLOUD THE POETIC NAME FOR ONLINE STORAGE AND SOFTWARE THAT PROMISES TO MAKE LIFETIMES
WORTH OF SONGS AVAILABLE TO ANYONE ANYWHERE AS LONG AS THOSE PEOPLE AND PLACES HAVE )NTERNET CONNECTIONSv	
 &%$ #/--#.3#/--. #/..%#4).'!-%2)#! 4(%.!4, "2/!$"!.$ 0,!.  -AR  	
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SMALL BUSINESSES AND CONSUMERS TO ACCESS APPLICATIONS THAT WERE ONCE ONLY AVAILABLE
TO LARGE CORPORATIONS WITH SOPHISTICATED INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENTSv
4HIS ENDORSEMENT MAY NOT REFLECT CURRENT MARKETPLACE REALITIES 4AKE FOR
INSTANCE THE EXPERIENCES OF !NDRE 6RIGNAUD A #OMCAST CUSTOMER RECENTLY
BLACKLISTED FROM THE )30 FOR ONE YEAR !CCORDING TO 6RIGNAUD HE WAS NOTIFIED THAT
HE HAD EXCEEDED HIS MONTHLY DATA CAP AFTER BACKING UP TWENTY YEARS WORTH OF
PHOTOS AND MUSIC FILES TO A REMOTE SERVER 9ET 6RIGNAUDS USE OF HIS BROADBAND
CONNECTION REPRESENTS THE KIND OF CLOUDBASED ACTIVITY THAT IS BECOMING INCREASINGLY
COMMONPLACE 7HAT IS MORE TROUBLING IS THAT )30S ARE ABLE TO OFFER COMPETING
SERVICES THAT DO NOT COUNT AGAINST USER DATA CAPS 4HIS COULD AMOUNT TO A
COMPETITIVE DISADVANTAGE TO THOSE LOOKING TO OFFER LEGITIMATE LICENSED MUSIC
PLATFORMS APART FROM AN )30
$ATA CAPS WITH TIERED PRICING ARE IN THEORY REASONABLE TOOLS FOR MANAGING
NETWORK CONGESTION )30S HAVE AN INTEREST IN MAINTAINING THE QUALITY OF
CONNECTION THAT SERVICE SUBSCRIBERS ARE ACCUSTOMED TO BUT #OMCASTS HARD DATA
CAP AS EXHIBITED IN THE 6RIGNAUD CASE	 APPEARS TO BE CENTERED ON CONTROLLING
hEXCESSIVE USEv
 )D AT 
"UT WHAT DETERMINES hEXCESSIVE USEv )T IS ENTIRELY POSSIBLE THAT
 2YAN 3INGEL #OMCAST "ANS 3EATTLE -AN &ROM )NTERNET &OR (IS #LOUDLY 7AYS 7)2%$ *ULY  	
HTTPWWWWIREDCOMEPICENTERSEATTLECOMCAST
 )D
 $ATA #APS AND THE #LOUD 7HAT $O 4HEY -EAN &OR -USIC &5452% /& -53)# #/!,
HTTPFUTUREOFMUSICORGBLOGDATACAPSANDCLOUDWHATDOTHEYMEANMUSIC LAST VISITED 3EPT
 	
 3EE $ATA -EMO FROM THE 0EW )NTERNET  !MERICAN ,IFE 0ROJECT 2EGARDING USE OF #LOUD #OMPUTING
3EPT 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWPEW)NTERNETORG2EPORTS5SEOF#LOUD#OMPUTING!PPLICATIONS
AND3ERVICES$ATA-EMOASPX ILLUSTRATING THAT SIXTYNINE PERCENT OF !MERICANS USE CLOUD COMPUTING SERVICES
FOR STORING PERSONAL PHOTOS VIDEOS AND OTHER FILES	
 3EE EG -ATT (ARTLEY  *AMIE 3TURGEON 3HAW #LARIFIES 0OSITION ON .ETFLIX 2IVAL %ASES .ET .EUTRALITY
#ONCERNS &). 0/34 *ULY    0-	 HTTPBUSINESSFINANCIALPOSTCOMSHAWCLARIFIES
POSITIONONNETFLIXRIVALEASESNETNEUTRALITYCONCERNS OBSERVING 3HAW PRESIDENT 0ETER "RISSONNETTE STATING
THAT hMOVIES STREAMED USING ITS NEW SERVICE WILL NOT COUNT AGAINST A SUBSCRIBERS MONTHLY )NTERNET DATA CAPS
UNLIKE MOVIES STREAMED FROM COMPETING OUTLETS SUCH AS .ETFLIX )NC WHICH CONTINUE TO COUNT AGAINST A USERS
CAPv	
 3EE 2ICH +ARPINSKI .ETFLIX 3AYS 4ELCOS .OT 0LAYING &AIR WITH "ANDWIDTH #OULD "UYING (ULU BE THE
2ESPONSE #/..%#4%$ 0,!.%4 *ULY  	 HTTPBLOGCONNECTEDPLANETONLINECOMUNFILTERED
NETFLIXSAYSTELCOSNOTPLAYINGFAIRWITHBANDWIDTHCOULDBUYINGHULUBETHERESPONSE DISCUSSING THE ANTI
COMPETITIVE NATURE OF HOW )30S USE DATA CAPS TO BLOCK USERS FROM USING VIDEO STREAMING SERVICES LIKE .ETFLIX
WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY DEVELOPING THEIR OWN STREAMING SERVICES WHICH WOULD NOT COUNT TOWARD A DATA CAP	 SEE
ALSO %DITORIAL 4O #AP OR .OT "ROADBAND ,IMITS .EED TO "E #AREFULLY -ONITORED TO 0ROMOTE )NNOVATION AND
#OMPETITION .9 4)-%3 *ULY   HTTPWWWNYTIMESCOMOPINIONFRIHTML DISCUSSING
THE ANTICOMPETITIVE TEMPTATION TO LIMIT DATA CAPS IN ORDER TO PREVENT STREAMING AND PROMOTE SUBSCRIBERS TO USE
THE )30S SERVICES AS OPPOSED TO COMPETITORS	
 3EE $ANIEL (AVIVI-ETERED5SAGE "ILLING AND THE "ROADBAND )NTERNET &AIRNESS !CT  .# * ,  4%#(
 n 	 EXPLAINING BOTH 4IME 7ARNER #ABLES AND #OMCASTS ATTEMPTS TO USE TIERED PRICING TO
PREVENT USERS FROM OVERLOADING THE SYSTEM AND TO CHARGE USERS APPROPRIATELY FOR THEIR RESPECTIVE DATA USE	
 3EE ID AT  EXPLAINING THAT 4IME 7ARNER #ABLE 47#	 CLAIMED THAT THE HIGH PRICES WERE TO
IMPROVE THE NETWORK BUT IN COMPARISON TO PRICES FROM OTHER INDUSTRY LEADERS 47#S TIERED PRICES WERE LIKELY
WELL ABOVE ACTUAL COSTS	
 )D AT n
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THE ROUTINE UPLOADING OF DATA TO REMOTE SERVERS AT OFFPEAK TIMES COULD EASILY TRIGGER
A HARD DATA CAP OF  '"MONTH #OMCASTS CAP SINCE 	 .ORMALLY
LEGITIMATE CONTENT UPANDDOWNLOADS ON TODAYS HIGH SPEED CONNECTIONS COULD
TRIGGER THAT  '" LIMIT IN A LITTLE MORE THAN FIVE HOURS
4HE CONCERNS EXTEND TO THE MOBILE SPACE WHERE A COMBINATION OF SPECTRUM
RELATED ISSUES AND A LACK OF POLICY PROVISIONS PREVENTING DISCRIMINATION IN CONTENT
DELIVERY MAY CREATE UNCERTAINTY IN A CRUCIAL AND DEVELOPING MARKETPLACE
#OMPETITION IN BROADBAND PROVIDERS IS ALREADY SCARCE ON THE WIRELINE )NTERNET AND
THERE IS A LEGITIMATE WORRY THAT THIS WILL SOON BECOME THE CASE ON THE WIRELESS WEB
!44 RECENTLY SOUGHT TO ACQUIRE 4-OBILE WHICH HAD GOVERNMENT NOT MOVED TO
DENY THE MERGER WOULD HAVE GIVEN !44 TREMENDOUS MARKET POWER 5NDER
SUCH CONDITIONS JUST TWO PROVIDERS WOULD HAVE CONTROLLED MORE THAN EIGHTYTHREE
PERCENT OF ALL MOBILE SUBSCRIPTIONS 7ITHOUT MEANINGFUL POLICIES TO PREVENT
NONDISCRIMINATION IN BOTH THE EMERGING APPLICATION MARKETPLACE AND IN DATA
TRANSMISSION GENERALLY THERE COULD BE A DELETERIOUS IMPACT ON THE INDEPENDENT
MUSIC SECTOR
 3EE EG .ETWORK -ANAGEMENT 0OLICY !NNOUNCEMENT 2EGARDING AN !MENDMENT TO /UR !CCEPTABLE 5SE
0OLICY 8&).)49 HTTPXFINITYCOMCASTNETTERMSNETWORKAMENDMENT LAST VISITED !UG  	 ANNOUNCING
THE NEW  '" DATA CAP FOR RESIDENTIAL USERS PER MONTH	
)NNOVATORS WOULD ALSO BE DISADVANTAGED RATHER THAN GENERATING
 3EE ID EXPLAINING THAT DOWNLOADING  SONGS AT  -"SONG DOWNLOADING  STANDARDDEFINITION
MOVIES AT  '"MOVIE OR UPLOADING  HIRESOLUTION DIGITAL PHOTOS AT  -"PHOTO WOULD PUT A USER ABOVE
THE ALLOTTED  '" DATA CAP	
 3EE (ANNIBAL 4RAVIS 4HE &##gS .EW 4HEORY OF THE &IRST !MENDMENT  3!.4! #,!2! , 2%6  
	 EXPLAINING THAT TIERED PRICING BASED ON SPEED OR DATA CAPS SHOULD ADDRESS MINORITY ORGANIZATIONS
CONCERNS ABOUT POOR USERS CROSSSUBSIDIZING WEALTHY DOWNLOADERS	 SEE ALSO *O "EST-OBILE -USIC TO 4OP /NLINE
BY  ",//-"%2' "53 7%%+ *UNE  	 HTTPWWWBUSINESSWEEKCOMGLOBALBIZCONTENTJUN
GB?HTM EXPLAINING THAT ANALYSTS PREDICT THAT IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS MORE PEOPLE WILL GET THEIR
MUSIC OVER THEIR MOBILE PHONES THAN ON THEIR COMPUTERS	 &RANCE #ANNES -OBILE0HONE-AKERS (OPING -USIC
0LAYERS 7ILL !DD 0ROFITS 0(),! ).15)2%2 &EB   AT % DISCUSSING THE FUTURE OF A MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE WIRELESS MOBILE PHONE AND MUSIC INDUSTRIES	
 3EE #OLETON "RAGG #ASE #OMMENTARY )NTERNET 3ERVICE 0ROVIDERS !RE .OT ,IABLE 5NDER !NTI
#OMPETITION 3TATUTES FOR #ONTROLLING 0RICES 7HEN 4HEY /WE .O $UTY TO #OMPETING 0ROVIDERS 0AC "ELL 4EL #O V
,INKLINE #OMMCgNS )NC  3 #T  	  42!.3!#4)/.3 4%.. * "53 ,   	 NOTING
HOW THE hINDUSTRY STRUCTURE ALLOWS THE INCUMBENT )30 TO CONTROL BOTH THE RETAIL PRICE IT CHARGES ITS OWN $3,
CUSTOMERS AND A PORTION OF THE COST INCURRED BY ITS COMPETITORS THE NONINCUMBENT )30S	 IN THEIR EFFORTS TO
PROVIDE $3, SERVICE TO CUSTOMERSv THEREFORE MINIMIZING COMPETITIVE PRICING BETWEEN )30S	 SEE ALSO 3IMON -
,ORNE  *OY -ARLENE "RYAN ! !#15)3)4)/.3  -%2'%23 e  	 NOTING HOW MANY OF THE RECENT
MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS IN THE WIRELESS MOBILE TELEPHONE INDUSTRY HAVE BEEN SCRUTINIZED BY FEDERAL REGULATORS
FOR ANTICOMPETITIVE CONDUCT	
 3EE %DWARD 7YATT 53 &ILES ,AWSUIT TO "LOCK -ERGER OF 0HONE 2IVALS .9 4)-%3 3EP   !
EXPLAINING HOW THE $EPARTMENT OF *USTICE FILED A LAWSUIT ON !UGUST   TO STOP THE MERGER SO THAT
CONSUMERS BUSINESSES AND THE GOVERNMENT CONTINUE TO GET HIGH QUALITY COMPETITIVELY PRICED MOBILE WIRELESS
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES	 SEE ALSO .ATE !NDERSON !NALYSIS (IGHER 0RICES &EWER #HOICES IF !44 3WALLOWS 4
-OBILE !23 4%#(.)#! HTTPARSTECHNICACOMTECHPOLICYNEWSANALYSISHIGHERPRICESFEWERCHOICES
ONCEATTSWALLOWSTMOBILEARS EXPLAINING THE NEGATIVE SIDE EFFECTS FOR CONSUMERS IF !44 AND 4-OBILE WERE
TO MERGE	
 3TEVEN - $AVIDOFF !44S "ATTLE FOR 4-OBILE )S 0OLITICAL AS 7ELL AS ,EGAL .9 4)-%3 $%!,"//+
3EPT    0-	 HTTPDEALBOOKNYTIMESCOMATTSBATTLEFORTMOBILEISPOLITICALASWELL
ASLEGAL
 !44 AND 4-OBILE "AD FOR #REATORS %NTREPRENEURS AND THE 0UBLIC &5452% /& -53)# #/!,  #42
&/2-%$)! *534)#%  *UNE  	 HTTPFUTUREOFMUSICORGSITESDEFAULTFILES!444-OPDF
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MONEY FROM PROVIDING ACCESS TO A VIBRANT ECOSYSTEM OF APPLICATIONS FOR THEIR
CUSTOMERS THEY MAY FIND THEMSELVES IN THE UNFORTUNATE POSITION OF HAVING TO PAY
MOBILE GATEKEEPERS TO ACCESS THE MILLIONS OF ACTUAL AND POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS
CONTROLLED BY A WIRELESS DUOPOLY
!FFORDABILITY AND ACCESSIBILITY IN QUALITY HIGHSPEED BROADBAND IS CRUCIAL TO THE
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF A LEGITIMATE DIGITAL MUSIC MARKETPLACE #OMPETITION IS
ESSENTIAL TO THE FORMER AS IS BORNE OUT BY ECONOMIC STUDIES CONCERNING A RANGE OF
MARKETS 4HE LATTER REQUIRES A BASELINE OF OPENNESS WITH WHICH ALL ACTORS IN THE
MARKETPLACE ARE FREE TO INNOVATE "OTH CAN BE PRESERVED AND ENHANCED BY
INFORMED AND THOUGHTFUL PUBLIC POLICY
" )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY %NFORCEMENT
4HERE ARE CURRENTLY MULTIPLE EFFORTS UNDERWAY TO EXPAND THE RANGE OF TOOLS AVAILABLE
TO ENFORCE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY )0	 PROTECTIONS ONLINE !LTHOUGH THESE
INITIATIVES  BOTH PUBLIC AND PRIVATE  ARE MEANT TO APPLY TO ALL )0 IN THE DIGITAL
REALM THERE IS A PARTICULAR FOCUS ON COPYRIGHT AMONG MAJOR CORPORATIONS IN THE
MUSIC AND MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRIES 3OME INDEPENDENT INDUSTRY GROUPS
INCLUDING THE !MERICAN !SSOCIATION OF )NDEPENDENT -USIC !)-	 HAVE ALSO
EXPRESSED SUPPORT FOR SPECIFIC STRATAGEMS -ANY OF THESE POLICIES ARE WELL
INTENTIONED BUT MAY HAVE UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES
 )D AT 
)T WOULD BE ADVANTAGEOUS
 3EE &RANK 0ASQUALE "EYOND )NNOVATION AND #OMPETITION 4HE .EED FOR 1UALIFIED 4RANSPARENCY IN
)NTERNET )NTERMEDIARIES  .75 , 2%6  n 	 EXPLAINING THAT ACCESSIBILITY ISSUES CAN BE CAUSED
BY AN ABSENCE OF NET NEUTRALITY AND OTHER PROBLEMS BORNE FROM UNACCOUNTABLE )NTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS	
 3EE "RAGG SUPRA NOTE  AT  EXPLAINING HOW THE CURRENT INDUSTRY STRUCTURE AND PERSISTENT
DOMINANCE OF INCUMBENT )30S DO NOT LEND ITSELF TO COMPETITIVE PRICING	
 3EE 0ASQUALE SUPRA NOTE  AT  EXPLAINING THAT IN THE ABSENCE OF NETWORK NEUTRALITY RULES CARRIERS
MAY BE ABLE TO SQUEEZE OUT DISFAVORED CONTENT PROVIDERS	
 4HE $# #IRCUIT #OURT HAD PREVIOUSLY HELD THAT THE &## LACKED AUTHORITY TO REGULATE )30S 3EE
#OMCAST #ORP V &##  &D   $# #IR 	 HOLDING THAT THE &## FAILED TO JUSTIFY EXERCISE OF
ANCILLARY AUTHORITY TO REGULATE )NTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERgS NETWORK MANAGEMENT PRACTICES	 (OWEVER THE &##
THEN ISSUED AN ORDER FOR h0RESERVING THE &REE AND /PEN )NTERNETv WHICH ADOPTS NETWORK NEUTRALITY RULES THAT
GIVE THE #OMMISSION BROAD AUTHORITY TO REGULATE THE )NTERNET WIRELINE AND WIRELESS NETWORKS  */3%0( "
&!:)/ ).4%2.%4 ,!7 !.$ 02!#4)#% e  	
 3EE *ON (EALEY &## #RACKS $OWN ON 0IRACY ,! 4)-%3 .OV   AT # DISCUSSING A RECENT &##
ORDER REQUIRING CONSUMER ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER MANUFACTURERS TO REDESIGN THEIR PRODUCTS TO HELP DETER
PIRACY OF DIGITAL TELEVISION PROGRAMS	 SEE ALSO %DITORIAL )NTERNET 0IRACY AND (OW TO 3TOP )T ! 3ENATE "ILL (AS
#OMMENDABLE 'OALS "UT .EEDS 3OME 7ORK "EFORE )T #AN "E ,AW .9 4)-%3 *UNE   AT ! DISCUSSING A
SENATE BILL THE 02/4%#4 )0 !CT SHORT FOR 0REVENTING 2EAL /NLINE 4HREATS TO %CONOMIC #REATIVITY AND 4HEFT
OF )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY !CT THAT WOULD CREATE EVEN MORE NEW TOOLS FOR THE BATTLE AGAINST ILLEGAL ONLINE
COMMERCE	
 3EE 0ETER 3HINKLE -OVIE )NDUSTRY 3UES &ILE 3WAPPERS 34 ,/5)3 0/34$)30!4#( .OV   AT !
DISCUSSING LAWSUITS FILED BY MOVIE INDUSTRY CORPORATIONS AGAINST PRIVATE PARTIES COMPARING THEM TO SIMILAR
SUITS FILED BY THE MUSIC INDUSTRY	
 !)- !PPLAUDS 3ENATE *UDICIARY #OMMITTEES 0ASSING OF THE 02/4%#4 )0 !CT !- !33/# /& ).$%0
-53)# *UNE  	 HTTPAIMORGAIMAPPLAUDSSENATEJUDICIARYCOMMITTEESPASSINGOFTHE
PROTECTIPACT
 02/4%#4)0 &ACT 3HEET &5452% /& -53)# #/!, *UNE  	 HTTPFUTUREOFMUSICORG
ARTICLEFACTSHEETPROTECTIPFACTSHEET DISCUSSING THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE 0ROTECT )0 !CT INCLUDING ITS FREEDOM
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FOR ALL STAKEHOLDERS TO SEEK AN ENFORCEMENT PLAN THAT PRESERVES AND ENCOURAGES
INNOVATION IN THE LEGITIMATE DIGITAL MARKETPLACE WHILE PROTECTING THE RIGHTS OF
CREATORS !T THE VERY LEAST ENFORCEMENT STRATEGIES SHOULD ALLOW FOR ONGOING
EXPERIMENTATION AROUND BUSINESS MODELS AND PROMOTION BOTH OF WHICH ARE CRUCIAL
TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A SUSTAINABLE TWENTYFIRSTCENTURY MUSIC INDUSTRY
! SEPARATE ARTICLE COULD EASILY BE WRITTEN ON THIS SUBJECT ALONE THE MANY COMPLEX
FACTORS IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE )0 ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS MAKE A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF
THESE POLICIES IMPRACTICAL IN THIS CONTEXT 3TILL THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ANY INDIVIDUAL
OR COMBINED STRATEGIES WILL UNDOUBTEDLY IMPACT THE MARKETPLACE FOR MUSIC IN BOTH
THE 5NITED 3TATES AND ABROAD 4HEREFORE IT IS WORTH STATING THE IMPORTANCE THAT
ANY POLICY MEANT TO INHIBIT UNAUTHORIZED FILE SHARING MUST
x2EFLECT THE NEEDS OF INDEPENDENT CREATORS
x%NCOURAGE THE GROWTH OF LEGITIMATE LICENSED SERVICES
x0ROVIDE FLEXIBILITY CONTROL AND ACCESSIBILITY FOR ARTISTS
x#OEXIST WITH STREAMLINED DATABASE AND LICENSING STRUCTURES
AND

OF EXPRESSION IMPLICATIONS CREATING THE BELIEF THAT !MERICA ENDORSES CENSORSHIP AND THAT INNOCENT WEBSITES
COULD BE BLOCKED	 SEE ALSO %DITORIAL SUPRA NOTE  DISCUSSING THE UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES AND INADEQUACIES
OF THE BILL	
 )D SEE ALSO 53 #/.34 ART ) e  CL  STRESSING THE IMPORTANCE OF AUTHORS INTERESTS IN GUARANTEEING
EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS TO THEIR RESPECTIVE WORKS	
 3EE ,INDA 0ICKERING  -AURICIO & 0AEZ -USIC ON THE )NTERNET (OW TO -INIMIZE ,IABILITY 2ISKS 7HILE
"ENEFITTING FROM THE 5SE OF -USIC ON THE )NTERNET  "53 ,!7   	 DISCUSSING HOW EMERGING E
COMMERCE MARKETS AND DEVELOPING )NTERNET TECHNOLOGIES CHALLENGE THE LEGAL SYSTEM TO MAINTAIN REGULATIONS IN A
WAY THAT PROMOTES PROGRESS WHILE RESPECTING THE RIGHTS OF PROPERTY OWNERS	 SEE ALSO !MY (ARMON 0IRACY OR
)NNOVATION )TgS (OLLYWOOD VS (IGH 4ECH .9 4)-%3 -AR   AT # DISCUSSING THE TENSION BETWEEN
PROTECTING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND PROMOTING TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION AND HOW LAWMAKERS STRUGGLE TO STRIKE
A BALANCE	
 3EE !RMEN "OYAJIAN .OTE 4HE 3OUND OF -ONEY 3ECURING #OPYRIGHT 2OYALTIES AND #REATIVE 0ROGRESS
IN THE $IGITAL -USIC 2EVOLUTION  &%$ #/-- ,*  n 	 DISCUSSING HOW COPYRIGHT REFORM
SHOULD REACT TO THE CURRENT PARADIGM SHIFTS IN THE WAY MUSIC IS PRODUCED DISTRIBUTED PUBLISHED AND
CONSUMED AND ULTIMATELY THE FINANCIAL OUTCOMES FOR THE INDUSTRY PLAYERS	 SEE ALSO $AVID "ARBOZA 'OOGLE AND
THE "IG -USIC ,ABELS !RE "ETTING ON &REE $OWNLOADS IN #HINA .9 4)-%3 !PR   AT " DISCUSSING THE
MAJOR RECORD LABELS PLAN TO OFFER FREE MUSIC DOWNLOADS TO EVERYONE IN #HINA WHERE ILLEGAL DOWNLOADING IS
RAMPANT	
 3EE $AVID $ANTE 4ROUTT ) /WN 4HEREFORE ) !M #OPYRIGHT 0ERSONALITY AND 3OUL -USIC IN THE $IGITAL
#OMMONS  &/2$(!- ).4%,, 02/0 -%$)!  %.4 ,*  n 	 DISCUSSING THE INCREASINGLY
INDEPENDENT ROLE ARTISTS PLAY IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY AND HOW INDEPENDENT ARTISTS INTERESTS PLAY OUT WITH SEVERAL
POSSIBLE LEGISLATIVE REFORMS	
 3EE !RIC *ACOVER .OTE ) 7ANT -Y -P #REATING ! ,EGAL AND 0RACTICAL 3CHEME TO #OMBAT #OPYRIGHT
)NFRINGEMENT ON 0EERTO0EER )NTERNET !PPLICATIONS  '%/ ,*   	 DISCUSSING HOW IF SUPERIOR
LEGITIMATE SERVICES CAN BE CREATED THEN THEY MAY BE MORE ATTRACTIVE TO CONSUMERS THAN LOWER QUALITY ILLEGAL
SERVICES	 SEE ALSO 0OSSIBLE !LTERNATIVE #/,5-"53 $)30!4#( /HIO	 !UGUST   AT & DISCUSSING HOW
LEGITIMATE )NTERNET SERVICES CAN HELP GUARANTEE A HIGHER QUALITY OF MUSIC	
 3EE 4ROUTT SUPRA NOTE  AT  EXPLAINING HOW I4UNES AND OTHER LEGITIMATE MUSIC DOWNLOAD SITES
HAVE FACILITATED INEXPENSIVE MEANS BY WHICH EVEN INDEPENDENT ARTISTS CAN MARKET THEIR WORK	
 3EE #HRISTMAN SUPRA NOTE  DISCUSSING THE BENEFITS OF A GLOBAL DATABASE CONTAINING METADATA AS A
MEANS TO STREAMLINE THE LICENSING PROCESS	 SEE ALSO -USIC ,ICENSING "EFORE THE 3UBCOMM ON #OURTS THE )NTERNET
AND )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY OF THE #OMM ON (OUSE *UDICIARY TH #ONG 	 STATEMENT OF *ONATHAN 0OTTER
%XECUTIVE $IRECTOR $IGITAL -EDIA !SSOCIATION	 DESCRIBING HOW THE $IGITAL -EDIA !SSOCIATION HAS LONG BEEN
ADVOCATING FOR STREAMLINING LICENSING RIGHTS	
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)N ORDER FOR THESE VALUES TO BE A PART OF EMERGING )0 POLICY DECISIONMAKERS MUST
HEAR FROM A WIDER SET OF STAKEHOLDERS THAN JUST THE LEGAL AND LOBBYING DIVISIONS OF
THE MAJOR ENTERTAINMENT CONGLOMERATES 4HERE ARE ENCOURAGING DEVELOPMENTS
ON THIS FRONT WITH NONPROFIT ARTS AND SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS SUCH AS THE &UTURE OF
-USIC #OALITION &RACTURED !TLAS AND THE .ATIONAL !LLIANCE FOR -EDIA !RTS AND
#ULTURE TAKING LEAD ROLES IN ASSISTING CREATORS IN DIRECTLY ENGAGING IN CRUCIAL POLICY
MATTERS
V. CONCLUSION 
$ISCUSSION ABOUT HOW TO BEST DEAL WITH THE MYRIAD OF CONCERNS FACING THE MUSIC
INDUSTRY IS ONGOING 4OO OFTEN HOWEVER THESE DEBATES TAKE PLACE WITHOUT INPUT
FROM THOSE WITH THE MOST AT STAKE CREATORS )T IS THEREFORE IMPORTANT THAT ANY
EFFORT TO ADJUST IMPROVE OR REFORM MUSIC BUSINESS MODELS AND ATTENDANT PUBLIC
POLICIES IS INFORMED BY DIRECT CONSULTATION WITH THESE KEY STAKEHOLDERS )N FACT A
BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT IS AND IS NOT WORKING FOR ARTISTS IN THE NEW LANDSCAPE
FOR MUSIC IS CRUCIAL TO DECISIONMAKING AT ALL LEVELS -ANY OBSERVERS HAVE
CATEGORIZED STRUCTURAL CHANGES AS POSITIVE IMPROVEMENTS FOR MUSICIANS PARTICULARLY
WHEN COMPARED WITH THE MUSIC INDUSTRY OF THE PAST
 3EE 0ETER + 9U $IGITAL #OPYRIGHT AND #ONFUZZLING 2HETORIC  6!.$ * %.4  4%#( ,  n
	 DISCUSSING HOW THE MUSIC INDUSTRY NEEDS TO INCLUDE ARTISTS IN THE DISCUSSION ABOUT REFORM AND HOW
GREATER VISIBILITY OF THE CREATOR CHANGES !MERICANS PERCEPTIONS ABOUT PAYING FOR MUSIC	
3OME OF THESE ASSESSMENTS
 3EE !BOUT &-# &5452% /& -53)# #/!, HTTPFUTUREOFMUSICORGABOUT LAST VISITED 3EPT  	
ESTABLISHING ITS MISSION TO ENSURE A DIVERSE MUSICAL CULTURE WHERE ARTISTS FLOURISH ARE COMPENSATED FAIRLY FOR
THEIR WORK AND WHERE FANS CAN FIND THE MUSIC THEY WANT	 SEE ALSO !BOUT &RACTURED !TLAS &2!#452%$ !4,!3
HTTPWWWFRACTUREDATLASORGSITEABOUT LAST VISITED 3EPT  	 ESTABLISHING ITS MISSION TO SERVE A NATIONAL
COMMUNITY OF ARTISTS AND ARTS ORGANIZATIONS THROUGH OFFERING PROGRAMS AND SERVICES THAT FACILITATE THE CREATION
OF ART BY OFFERING VITAL SUPPORT TO THE ARTISTS WHO PRODUCE IT	 !BOUT .!-!# .!4, !,,)!.#% &/2-%$)! !243
 #5,452% HTTPWWWNAMACORGABOUTNAMAC LAST VISITED 3EPT  	 ESTABLISHING ITS MISSION TO FOSTER
AND FORTIFY THE CULTURE AND BUSINESS OF INDEPENDENT MEDIA ARTS THROUGH DIALOGUE COLLABORATION RESEARCH AND
ADVOCACY	
 3EE 3AM "OWMAN %VIDENCE$RIVEN )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY ,AWS !$!- 3-)4( ).34 ",/' -AY  	
HTTPWWWADAMSMITHORGBLOGMEDIAANDCULTUREEVIDENCEDRIVENINTELLECTUALPROPERTYLAWS DISCUSSING
THE CHALLENGES OF UPDATING )0 LAW AND SOME OF THE MOST RECENT REPORTS AND STRATEGIES UTILIZED TO DO SO	 SEE ALSO
-ICHAEL #IEPLY 3UPPORT FOR !NTIPIRACY "ILL .9 4)-%3 -AY   AT " DISCUSSING THE ENTERTAINMENT
INDUSTRYS SUPPORT FOR RECENT PROPOSED LEGISLATION SPECIFICALLY THE 02/4%#4 )0 !CT THAT WOULD hGIVE LAW
ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS AND OTHERS NEW AUTHORITY TO MOVE AGAINST )NTERNET SITES THAT TRAFFIC WITHOUT PERMISSION IN
COPYRIGHTED MATERIALv	
 3EE 9U SUPRA NOTE  AT n LAMENTING ON THE MUSIC INDUSTRYS FAILURE TO TREAT CREATORS FAIRLY	
SEE ALSO 7AGMAN SUPRA NOTE  AT  DISCUSSING HOW ARTISTS MUST BE REPRESENTED IN POLICY DEBATES AND
NEGOTIATIONS	
 )D
 3EE 3TAN * ,IEBOWITZ  2ICHARD 7ATT (OW TO "EST %NSURE 2EMUNERATIONS FOR #REATORS IN THE -ARKET FOR
-USIC #OPYRIGHT AND )TS !LTERNATIVES  * /& %#/. 3526%93  n 	 DISCUSSING HOW REMUNERATION
FOR CREATORS USUALLY RELIES ON COPYRIGHT ROYALTIES BUT HOW INFRINGEMENT PROBLEMS AND LACK OF SOLUTIONS MAY
FORCE ARTISTS TO USE ALTERNATIVE MECHANISMS FOR GENERATING REVENUE	
 3EE 9U SUPRA NOTE  AT n NOTING THAT SOME COMMENTATORS HAVE SUGGESTED THAT ARTISTS SHOULD
SWITCH TO A NEW BUSINESS MODEL THAT RELIES SOLELY OR PRIMARILY ON ALTERNATIVE COMPENSATION TO COPYRIGHT
ROYALTIES	 SEE ALSO "OYAJIAN SUPRA NOTE  AT n DISCUSSING HOW COPYRIGHT RETENTION ROYALTY COLLECTION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ARE CORRECT 9ET ALMOST ALL ANALYSES OF THE EFFECTS OF THESE CHANGES REST PURELY ON
ASSUMPTIONS THAT THEY HAVE IMPROVED MUSICIANS BOTTOM LINES OR IMPROVED TOP
LEVEL APPRAISALS OF THE MUSIC INDUSTRY BASED ON TRADITIONAL METRICS NUMBER OF
ALBUMS SOLD NUMBER OF SPINS ON RADIO AND EVEN STOCK PRICE VALUATIONS !NY
ATTEMPT AT MOVING FORWARD SHOULD BE INFORMED BY DATA THAT REFLECTS THE ACTUAL
EXPERIENCES OF MUSICIANS
4O THIS END THE &UTURE OF -USIC #OALITION HAS EMBARKED ON AN AMBITIONS !RTIST
2EVENUE 3TREAMS PROJECT !23	 !23 IS BASED ON A VERY BASIC RESEARCH QUESTION
7HAT PERCENTAGE OF MUSICIANS INCOME ORIGINATES FROM EACH POSSIBLE REVENUE
SOURCE 7HAT IS THE RATIO AMONG DIFFERENT SOURCES WHETHER IT IS ROYALTIES MONEY
FROM GIGS TSHIRT SALES OR ANY OF THE TWENTYNINE OTHER MEANINGFUL REVENUE
STREAMS
4HE PROJECT CURRENTLY UNDERWAY IS COLLECTING INFORMATION FROM A DIVERSE SET OF
53BASED MUSICIANS ABOUT THE WAYS THAT THEY ARE CURRENTLY GENERATING INCOME
FROM THEIR RECORDINGS COMPOSITIONS OR PERFORMANCES AND WHETHER THIS HAS
CHANGED OVER THE PAST TEN YEARS
THAT &-# HAS IDENTIFIED (AS THE RATIO CHANGED OVER TIME AND IF SO WHAT
ARE THE FACTORS THAT HAVE CONDITIONED THESE CHANGES &INALLY ARE THE REVENUE STREAM
RATIOS DIFFERENT FOR ARTISTS WORKING IN DIFFERENT GENRES AND AT DIFFERENT STAGES OF THEIR
CAREERS
 !23 EMPLOYS THREE METHODOLOGIES INDEPTH
INTERVIEWS WITH MORE THAN TWENTYFIVE DIFFERENT TYPES OF MUSICIANS  FROM JAZZ
PERFORMERS TO CLASSICAL PLAYERS 46 AND FILM COMPOSERS .ASHVILLE SONGWRITERS
ROCKERS AND HIP HOP ARTISTS FINANCIAL SNAPSHOTS THAT WILL SHOW INDIVIDUAL ARTISTS
REVENUE PIES IN ANY GIVEN YEAR AND A WIDE RANGING ONLINE SURVEY LAUNCHED IN

SELFPRODUCTION SELFPUBLISHING SELFDISTRIBUTION FILE SHARING ONLINE RETAIL DOWNLOADING AND WEBCASTING HAVE
ALL CONTRIBUTED TO FINANCIAL SHIFTS IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY	
&-# HOPES THAT DATA COLLECTED WILL PROVE USEFUL IN AREAS RANGING FROM
CULTURAL POLICY TO INVESTMENT TO NEW BUSINESS MODELS TO GREATER PUBLIC DISCOURSE
AROUND ARTISTS RIGHTS
 3EE -USIC &ORTE #HANGES )NDUSTRY 3TANDARDS BY 0ROVIDING !RTISTS WITH  OF 4HEIR 0ROFITS 2!$)/ 
-53)# *ULY  	 DISCUSSING A MUSIC SERVICE THAT GIVES ARTISTS A WAY TO SELL THEIR MUSIC AND RECEIVE 
PERCENT OF THE PROFITS	
 3EE EG "OYAJIAN SUPRA NOTE  AT n EXPLAINING HOW AN ARTIST MAY EARN MONEY THROUGH
ROYALTIES THROUGH COPYRIGHT RETENTION NOW POSSIBLE DUE TO CHANGES IN INFRASTRUCTURE	
 3EE EG 2EGINALD & $AVIS  2ACHEL - :AHORSKY ,AW OF #ODE 2EGULATION .EEDS .EW $IRECTION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